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Murray, Ky., Wednesday Afternoon, January 4, 1978 . In Our 99th Year 1k Per Copy Volume 99 No. 2
roves 6 Bu
Tot  1311 iti-Voi-;
$245,000 Oveiliiit Year's:
BAND-AT BOWL
One of the highlights of the
MurrayHigh Band's trip to
wr Second Reading Needed Before in Effect
Another area tagged for incraasad-
revenue is property tax receipts, which
are expected to jump frOrn 8410,000 in.
1977 to 8454,611 in 1978, an increase of
over $44,000: Dr. Lowry' explatnetilltai
the reisoii TED* increase In priperly
taxes is 1U-1ncrease FiCresidentlitT-
development and, increased _yaluation
of property. ,
_ „
'The only question mark in 'lire
budget," Dr. Lowry said, "is the Police
' -Court Fines.'ne explaided that $40,000
was budgeted during 1977 as receipts
from the city police court which has
been abolished by the new District
Court System.
was a performance in the
"Great Bands of the Orange --1
Bowl" firograM. Tammy Parkerf'
and the band are featured in
that performance-in-th
photo. At-left it -ban(1-4.
members  arg_itiown during
their performance in the--
Orange Bowl parade Saturday,:
e Murray tedwriefirwes ' vitla 4-itliflauce—li!creasIng sanitation
parbilsh a special bage fe cittir"- mtes from $211°ill 
1periving 
ontntho$4er month for families
teiture highlightitik the band'sngaysevceortna-1
  _trip_ to Miami in Thursday's ,iterns approved Murrayybywa
theamM
A general fund budget of $1,664,897,
some p45,000 greater than the 1977
budget, was approved for the City of
Murray for 1978 by the new Common
Council in its first business meeting of
- the year Tuesday hight.
The budget • was approved
----itrianimously by the 12-member council
-lollowing an explanation by Dr. C. C.
Lowry who along with Mayor Melvin
Henley and councilman Steve
broughprepared the bUliget-.  ' --
Dr. Lowry pointed out that the budget
refle%ts increased revenues in several
areas. plus the fact that all expected
federal revenue sharing funds for the
year have been included in the budget.
An &rease in revenues prod-iced by
-.--,z•the, city' Sanitation Department,
-•!.- Prixitikrily due- td an increase in rates
frum $9.50 per month to $4 per month
'/Or ‘restiOntiiit customers - (see ac-
companying story), Is the imrior ad-
- titieriL between the 1977 and 1978
_ budgets. The Sanitation Department is
expected to produce $350,649 during






se__Departrnent and Police Department
receiving the lion's share of the fund. _
The budget also includes a new item,
- • a $9,991 expenditure for a full-time city
dog warden. The position is expectedto
be - filled at. r -.meeting 4
colLnettr- 7---
pperating budgets for city. ckiiiiidj-
rnent are as folloter - .....
• AdminIstratiye - & execs.._
tive-6106,277;•







The budget also includes a total of
. $70,000 in contributions .to joint city. 
countyventures • with $28,000 ear-
marked for the ambulance service,
$35,000 to the park and 67,000, to _the
airport hoard- •
Other elpenties-ttstorrtit _ _
include $50,000 for street lights,
for a payment orr the purchase. of-the
municipal utility building and 0,000 is
set aside for interest paymentt.-
ation_ Rate-Hike
- -mon Council, meeting in special session
Toesdaritglit. single person residence fronr$1.75 per
month-Ur-83 -per month. Apartment
dwellers and families living in duplex
homes are to be billed at the rate of $4
per month, also, under the new rate
The state has promised that
municipalities would not lose revenue
tinder the newsystetn, in which-all fines
and court costs are channeled through.
Frankfort, Dr. Lowry told the council.
The Murray budget for the coming year
includes $50,000 in expected -revenue
from-police court fines, an increase of
$10,000 over 1977.
Budgeted expenditneni • kr the_ _
coming year are broken cTown-- into
several calegories-Witg-----FW
Photos ay Frank Schwab
And Kaye outland
'The sanitatleh rate Increase, the first
in the city since 1972, was approved
effective_Jan. 1, 1978, and will be in-
stituted following its expected approval
on second and final reading at the next structure.
meeting of the council. This, certainly, is one of the more
,
Gefle ral Assembly Se tt ting include: . upon to voie-s-Do mOther items-acted on at Last 
night's unpopular things that we'll be called
e eon," Mayor Melvin Henley
Information could be obtained.
SANITATION RATES
The sanitation ratealipproved on first
reading by the council, in addition to
increasing rates for families from $2.50
to $4 per month, increase tWrates /or
—
pr
_rated- will produced agan.oximatolg
:WOO in-additional finidi this 
year' - which $62,00-6- has been earmarked for
the purchase of a new truck and packer
superintendent also pointed out
that in the pest seven years, since 1970,
the- workforce- vf the department has
,been cut from 23 to 17, and that in-
creased efficiency has been able
• forestall rate increases in past years.
. Erimary reason the rate increase
ii necMaarY, Wallace said, is because
of inflation. He pointed out that a dozer




of salary schedules for told the council. "Rate increases a"ef" would cost $13140001ereplace this year.
onU-Day Of Business- -aPPrma
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) - The 1978
Kentucky General Assembly advanced
into its first full day of business today,
buoyed by an upbeat speech by the
governor the previous night.
Gov. Julian Carroll told the 38
senators, 100 representatives and at
least twice as many others gathered in
the Houk chamber of the Capitol that
Kentucky has "emerged from the datAt
night, of recession into the radiant
sunshine ;II prosperity and promise."
• The governor then entered into- &-
detailed discourse on his ad-.
3 ministration's accomplishments, but




Representative Kenny Imes, D-
Murray, has been named chairman Of--;
the powerful committee on state-
government, as Kentucky General--
Assembly moves into the second day of '-
the 1978 session here.
Committee assignments came during
.1he first day, with the leadership of the
 pottse and Senate remaining basically -
the same.
Both houses rubber stamped-- the--
leadership choices favored by Gov. -
inside today
411/.
Julian Carroll when the 1978
Legislature convened Tuesday, -
Senate, State Senator Richard
Weiienberger, D-Mayfield, was ap-
pointed Chairman of the Committee on
Counties andSpecial Districts.
"T consider it a high honor and
privilege to have been selected to serve
in this capacity," Imes-said Tuesday.
lines, in his fourth tint In the House,
also smiles on the powerful ap-
propriations committee and was named
Tuesday ' to the and Industry
Committee.
Two Sections-20 Pages
Marshall Omsk coasted by Murrty Hi)m-f4-51 while
Calloway County's big Daryl Bustrod -seiirecTil, reading
the Lakers over Wingo, 98-84 in cage action Tuesday




"It's like being born again," said Sen.
Danny Yocom, D-Louisville. "I Never
an ma
reading of -an ordinance adjusting the natioirffida average- -for
metljpd of computation- of- rates pickup is $7.50 per month and tilt rafi
planted by legislative-schen i; 1976.. •
_"_The strong economic Indicatora ad  -
not just happen," Carroll told the joint -
session under the glare of television:
-lights.- -"We-the -General Assembly, • •
the people of Kentucky. ind this ad-
ministration-made them happen."
Legislators of both parties generally_
reacted with approval and enthusiasm
for Carroll's remarks..-- ' •
'This legislature is ready to move,"_.
said -House Speaker William Kenton.
- . "It has the leadership and the potential'.
I feerthe governor issued a challenge to
the General ksirenAify to build oti the
aeComphsiimenti and nmeitones
1976 session."
At an informal news conference after
his address, Carroll announced- plans
for a new state Department of Energy
and a State SehOOI Building Authority.
Meantime, House and Senate com-
mittees were to begin meeting at 8 a.m.
today to begin work on more_then 190
bills introduced Tuesday.
Lt. Gov. Thelma Stovall, the Senate
president, and Kenton banged their
gavels to bring bothimu.ses into session
shortly after ndon Tuesday.
Surrounded by rich hues of wood and
-tOlb houses
elected Democratic and Republican
leadership, made committee ap-
pointments and checked out new office-
space in the Capitol Annex basement. 
.
restraina, ceremonious- in
frequently Was broken by, light
r„--_7-..---open sense of. anticipatioff 4 60 days if
debate, armtwisting, compromise ad
wmakin
-cloudy ,, really look forward to it unfit I get
--If- • - -,-- --
toni 1 • with slight chance of - •
B °ming partly - cloudy ,- • -Comics. - 
II it ) bere " -
sho ers-,-low in the low and mid
3011. Variable cloudiness with
A ,-,--- chance of showers Thursday,
hilt in tbe upper 4Ospa low 50s.
Classifieds 641,743 '
Crossword  " - 6-B
Der Abby -. 




Let's Stay Well i-B -
Local Scene 2-A 3-A
Opinion Page 5-A
S-s. ". 1r4Sy-A; 10-4-_
,
In the Houle, Majority. Leader Bobby
• Richardson suggested members follow
"prevailing time rather than Hotise
. aft- the clock above the
- chamber door malfinictIoned and raced
limes ahead of schedide. •
Several 'legislators- sat with wide-
ernpleyOn. forthaliglyear; "
garbage
charged fer natural gas; applied --to curbside pickup in many
-approval on first reading of an VMS' rather than behind the Woo
_ . ordinance establishing a policy for the Pickup which is the case in Murray.
city buying back cemetery lots, in- In .an exclusive - interview with The
creasing the price of tegetery lots to Murray- Ledger & Times, Sanitation
$250 for non-residents and $150 for Depairlinent Simi Jerry Wallace said
residents, and establishing a perpetual that he projects that with the rate in-
care fund for maintenance of the crease, the department should Operate
cometeiy ; close to "break-even," including the
-appit-val of the purchase of two purchase of necessary equipment. In
Cushman, three-wheeled!. - refuse the past, Wallace said, equipment has
vehicres at a cost of $5 664 each; been pureUSed with revenue sharing
-4abled action on a proposed funds but that possibility is exchided
',agreement between the city and the ' "this year.
South 641 Water Dispict until more Wallace said that the Increase in
•
BOARD OATH -Two members of Murray Independent
-c-''sperial board session. Posing for a picture after taking the
Wallace said. that_accordincto_bia._
- figures, the cost to'. -the systent-tir---
- operate on truck and crew in 1972,was
$24 per hour. "This year," he added,-
"the cost is $42.50 per hour for the same
.0 --crew and truck." •
" Following conclusion of the agenda
- (and adjournment of the Special session
since only items listed on the agenda
can be considered at a special session),
Mayor Henley explained to the council
the situation on the hiring of a City
Attorney to replace Wells Overbey, who
retired this year ending 28 yearg of ,
service in the position.
Under Kentucky statutes, Henley
said, the council is to hire the Oty at-
See COUNCIL,
Page 12-A, Column 7
••;;;7.-. • . eyed.chndrer on their knees as bright- -7-'74" elected In kovcmber.Sheila Shaw, a school official adinthered the oath to the elected board members. The school
-
School Board tookthe oath of office Tuegda) evening in a
oath are To"m B .7ushing left a
nd Bill A Both dams Jr.  were-
 4111111.111.0MININIMIGlio. 
See CARROLL, . also Tuesday elected Don Henry chairman of the beard ter cam in&year and 1110issa Easley vice-chairman.
Page 12-5, Colt/mail - ' Staff Photo By Lowell Alr.hley
Gamma Garantjt Chapter Of- fletrt-
Sip:a
The • Glimma • Gamma -0:30 p. m. onl3ec.'11 at the pottueit -meal. - - E 1C1' LILpfciPter of Beta Sigma Phi Ellis community CentE. The Games were played after• -
4ield its Christmas party at group enjoyed a family style the _meal with Debbie and
Bobb-y-- Bastin -winning the
44===4:34'===4)C=34 sc==.0 -W40 'also played
Clear ance Sale exchanged by .the men. The
as .'well as gifts _being
ladies revealed secret sisters
Savings Galore!!! -and exchanged Otts with theirsisters,'
I A3e ------Thesenresent included Mr- ----
• • and Mrs. Dudley Burton; tdr'- --
and Mrs. Bobtri Midway,
-----14r---and Mrs. John Paul
'Nh-Mrwd Mrs. An
-.Boers, Yr 'ITWI lipica4Erank-
-English, Mr. -and Mrs. Bobby
Battin, Mrs: ,Edna Vaughn,.
Mtn. Linda Fain, Mrs. BreMa
. Jones; and -Mrs.- Becky• -
Also during --December
, regular. meetings were -bele
--with the first on Dec. at the:
• home- --ak--julie sh-
Meniers were 'thanked for
-helping with- the eonceSsions
the-Christmas parade., --
Marsha Horton auctioned
off a candle to the-group with
Yaughn..purchasingztha
-item. The-doCe-prizewaT
won by Mrs. Vaughn.
Julie English presented the.
. programeritiffea "Formal
Educatiou;"-Sheied the group .  
1884 Coldwater Road, liqtay ----fa a di-se-nig-an on Odilleafine 
• , serVed
Ffreshments to the group.
The second meeting last
month was held on Dec. fl at
• 
 _
- the home of *Brenda Jones. •
President Edna Vaughn'
.presided. Dorthi-Stubbleftakt,
 -was welcomed back -after
• - . short leave of absence.
_ The service committee will
begin plans on several small . ' s' •
,preojects to be completed 1.7.7.9pirifOUR says the and Qiana nylon from Citadel Inside Scoop panty-










• A Slew of Slaw
• A Frigat Full of Fryes
• Our Hushpuppies -
• 2 of our ramodsfrish Fillets. -
-• A 16--67S'pft dna.
----cLonegjohn Silvers
SEAFOOD SHOPPES
711 South 12th Street
F'))r Program Information, Please Call 753-3314
1010 Chestnut





Of T HE THIRD K INO
NO PASSFS OR BARGAIN NITE
IMM 6ENE WIMP
2 Shows Witely At All Thegtres
et)
Common sense and a, 4, Whether you're off to a big plalosopliissl attitude will help
"holiday. bash or a quiet dinner., ir you. through this gemewbe
Avitkfnends:this dress will get mired) clay. Don't dbthipt. your
you" there in style. ;It's a schedule by- going oN on
t tternl ew- mad I tangents indulging in frivolity,
pre-hhirred fabric' you just,' I-4°
u o satin shoes.
Pa essis UP e rom
The group also drew for new definitely soft and sexy,
year. • Yet seductive VW- The &din -YourinalitUtal
- Edna - Vaughn brought a above, shimmering like
• ceramic dup to be auctioned champagne and qandlelight,
off ..nth ffjta Burton per7 set.4 the mood for dantinAwith
Horosetpe tP.4
chasing been The door a-ndfled skirt aad -the- FrkacOnike 
WaS also .won by Rita Moulder neckline. It's by -.,:_LEGRTRUitSDAY,JANUARYAR04
Burt.94- ........ • Iraey,. polyeg_uPe-J12-wear
Mrs. Jones 'presented the with it - strappy s8hdaIs by What kind of, day UIU 'Piace.
.pangram entitled "Informal- Garohni. - Air----necklace. tomorrow be? To find out 
what i Ffb. 20 to Mar. 20)
.tat 1' 
X
Beautimist piiityhose. " the 
Marelly,raatIllieloniesst- Don't let a tricky-satuatiqn-
gym' tar your Milk Sig&
4. (then narrowed it to one• sPlicificaMitpt.The Japanese
4..4Tea Service. After presenting
many interesting facts to the
group each member prepared
her -choice of tea -from 12
Ifffereet- tyPes.-- -These Trete





dismay you. Your innate •
• dancing, and ballroom dan- AR/E3 real inspiration,- will see rat .;..) .).
cing _are moving kart'. the (Mar. 21 to Apr. 20.1 irk4 through.- - • -
hottest -discos,-You- CaD do- --Experienenvof the -past may YOU BORN-TOD. AY7
them all and look smashing ,.sni_ve you clues as to proper endowed with_ fine busineas • • •-
._stiouid_dohandling of w this day's action.
et. .like
ehethn isyooneu wear atadancleo:ilirndLdress
With correct procedure, You, awliapower, and determinatint-
acumen, great practicality and
,ao strong that you will stop at - •• skirt and top with'gettle • 
&awstritig Sleevei - (Waled , nothing to achieve set goala,-Mr 21 to Ma 21) 'Mr hare usually
bitious ones. There is a 
very am-
scholarly side to your nature,
too, and you are quite likely to -
pursue an avocation which
stimulates the -intellect -
requires serious study and
research. When choosing a
inanYliitkis are open to
you, but you would probably be For It* croirres
happiest in literature, science, yolk care, about- _
diplomat" er teaching. AV", to-
curb7-terticies toward
moodiness ond undue suspicion
of associates. All the fine things
:for Equations by Julie Isleti.of There's no better time than-
Polyester crepe de - the present:to exercise your
Medusa's Ilekloom hair- latent talents as well as more
• ambit,1loe straw sandids obvious abilities, to increase
of.latire.rbything difaness. of advancement. Be
• 
• is* titti meettng will be a Dir. You'll never iniira4tep splethjdunes42,1)ercury day!-*kJ* January 12, at 700 in thisiree-uptrited disco loOk eaptibiallydavored: wFittrs,




  si Made by Marie-trance; itfrol. ltenerallYi Wee 0111110.iguicheg
•PAL1UCAH PATIENT
Albert Nick (1 Muir has




Miss Catherine Greer of




Mr. and Mrs. Max Outland
of Port Charlotte, Fla., were
the holiday guests of their
parents, Mrs. Milburn





the clubhouse with... -
We hope this will better serve
Murray and the area community.
For receptions, banquets, family
events and/or other parties coil
Dan McIratiiel
Murray Woman's Club
Seri 'oneseini.-Made of (i/iana (July 24 to Aug. 23)
n)Plort; fr.= I.:lose Wood 
'You have fine stellar in-
Fabrtcp. . It's a _Breeze 
fluences to help you now, but it
will be HOW you use your
necklape: Catherine Steig. abilities and advantages that
bangles. Calvin Klein sandals. will determine the caliber of
5.-Here's the perfect choice your gains. Only your best!
for that special night. when VIRGO
you're entertaining at •home. , (Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) -r
This flowing blouson and • 
If you feel people :or events
have let you down somewhat,
matching Pants make a Mat reflect on the benefits you
put-together. Sew it yourself HAVE received - especially
using Butterick pattern 5711 the unexpected ones. This is a
day in which to set things in
proper perspective.
-LIBRA rl- (Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) —'**
Warm-hearted enthusiasm
-\.for your efforts may not be
iortheoming, but they ARE
'being noticed in the right




(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)- nv&
New prospects highlighted.
What you consider an "ob-
stacle" to your plans is only an 
• -- illvsiqn. .ProCced
-fidence,
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 211
Indications of stepped-up
action in certain areas. Study
well and be prepared 41 grasp
any opportunity to advance
your status.
CAPRICORN
i Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) Vokit'*
Don't let false pride hinder
your progress. If you feel
stymied in a are*, don't
hesitate to ask advice. Even a
person less gifted tan yourself,
could prove help
AQUARIUS I
__Van. 21 to Feb. 18)
A. tithe for- definitely
clarifying your objectives. Get
together with those -*hi) share
your interests and, letwees
you, work out a tlear and
concise program (if,,action,
you could do, can only be ac-
complished with a bright and
optimistic approach. Birthdate
of: Stephen Decatur, US. Naval--
Commander.
WITH BRISKET
Beef brisket is i'good make-
ahead dish. Cook it until
tender with onion, celery and
carrot. Drain, chill and slice.
Make a sauce of the cooking









Sizes 6 to I&
Solid color














We will—Photograph you and
y,our fiatfeee; offer tsejettion
• • ises, and supply+prints
for news publication at NO
CHARGE, when you book
your wedding with our studio.
For More Information
This Areas Expert Wedding Photographers
304 Main St.
........ Across From Bank of Murrify-
urrey, Ky. Ted When, Mgr.
, One for theft baby boy,
- During ' the month of . consists of -riews items, in free to blind people are weighing eight - pounds eight
January. the blind and tarviews, stories, poems and
visually - handicapped of sings, espectallY suited -18---.-41pon request, home visitation, ches, born on Tuesday, Dec-
- Glaucoma Clinics, operated ounces, measuring 2041 in-
. be visited by G. Cromwell* demand. A lending library of 
.. ti . assistance to 13, at 4:30 p.m. at the Murray-Thursday,Murray and Calloway Co. will blind ppople, is in great Scholars p
January 5
Hauge, area representative of books, Bibles and music 
-,needy students" and .National;_Calloway County Hospital.
mcheet at thet Firait 
Pres4Yt„.e:tal.4.. _by_ fire will be 
held-at-nevall--,--sre
Association is scheduled to -
American Diabetes Shower for Abelene Jones
Friday, January 1
_Pd-______Behraska, whose objectives materials in braille
the Christian Record Braille pperated on a ' '
Foundation of Lincoln.,-.." basis, makes available.
thirty day wan . Camps for Blind Children, a ---_-,They have one daughter,
, . ... .-the blind and visually han- months. The father is eni-
summer program providing Kelita Jenece, age ISSI
. 
and Zkla Stone wholie home
krid contents were doer°
to be of help and - • . - 
dicappedwitti the Opportunity ..ployed at Crouse Motor Sale.
eammen1 011fIr einearlii Zioes who - c -
en print egged,tape and of participating ik- outdoor -- 'Grandparents are Mr. -and --
- •• 1-- - - ititviltes such -Os tiiking;Adrw-itniriry- %liner tiellerni. :------fingE/W- Wairlin-gt -tht -Ciiiterit* - , apo' nsored by Dexter-. -have l
it 'the-lodge hall. _____ • .• . invited. ' • ' 
F.oundii_trisllie..---_-2rithisi: jirmaino.. JaissislieLlturnii Erwin of Hazel Route.,
Wednesday, January 4
Church wide potluck supper
be herd at the North
Pleasant_ Gr_tnle_Cumberland
Presbyterils ciArch at six
p.m. 
• . . •
.Garde-rt Departnisst-
Murray Woman's r
meet at" 1:34 ring. . with the
program on "Fabulous Silk
Flowers" by Dortha Jones.
_ _
Nktose YOWneet at eitOt Pm!, --Nsiaminakers Club. Public IS 
The ost their sight.   Mary book& with archery, swimming. .water Route One and Mr. and 'Mrs.
.,.Calloway County, Library„........seiden Age Club will have a - - adasse hind-Wringer of a opposite page, which may be-
_ „, , prin o e same text on . . . ...,.... __ . .
stories and a sing-song around— gliELyoN Boy 1.
.... * - Board of Trustees are w ing machine. ._ ._._1. • 
potluck luncheon at twelve •
- scheduled to meet at seven
-Magazines are produced in a special feature of the _ 
the campfire.
Heath Ashby is the name - -
. P.In- 
uoon at the social hall 'of the
' braille, large-print - and Foundation. 
,Readers who are acquainted _,..bsen by sir. iihd sirs.
. - Miss Rob in owcty . --- - --First United Methodist . with a blind person who would '
"nnut:tPouSrhfeorilleidakid hilirraiZt•-a Y 1 - -gagne, Lucille Ro 
Flor 
tilins". .1;sikinridagoom"iga . , .
.' Mr. and Mrs. G. Russell Dowdy, Si., it Ourray announce the the Ellis Center at 7:30 p.m. end 
°vie 
,Qambers 
. •bue Galloway ni .
engagement ant„apprOachnig raaritage'of .theit daughter, Eihs Genie, -will-be- opeir diarge of arrangements. .....-_,
Robikto Donald F. Haggard pi, son of Dr. and Mra. Donald F
Lotdsville. 
_
- wrirherstroducede inurnalon an t pparenti 
th
/tad And ink, ridifiA,AxsakinAi_ers ftes, kgreat grandmother is
the tandem bicycles and enjoying Mrs. Wiliest nooks. 
_ _ The bride-elect is a 1971 graduate of Miwray High School and Citizens vim sack lunch at sh g for senior citizens
• attended Murray State University. - noon and table garnes-at one v5-s-
' Mr. Haggard is a 1976 graduate of Jesse Stuart thgh:Schosol.p,m. J.K&I;Lighwit..caillit3yith_,Ity by .9:,ifraiwriferinsieninit_
--. ii;iiiidal-sii:ittanaidkiiiraY State, - _
 - - Church with Rose and Roger - reeord:-- ---- ------ • •Xi Alpha Delta -Chapter Of ,ilur Other services which are -7.1senefit frem-any of these 0_
. . aet vicesshoultrrall-436-2432 In i'm
. : -‘ • --- -. - - - -_, • - ----- ,---:!- eie evenings ot.....sote to the weighing seven pounds one
.,....... ,.,..„,...._, , ........ ...._...::..........,,i;,..:,.... .... bead .office at: 4444 SOUtb 5 
a ounce, born on Wednesday,
Piano es tva s.-68508-2n :-1:41c. ' .28' et the CminutlitY-Blind persons mayfrom ten a.m. to three P.m. ice 
,
activities by - the-Senior - 7 - ----- .
z,
. - 
eau fob, :Hospital, Mayfield. The -
tree, 1-800-22&-1189. 'mother 
is the former Rita
- . . _ Merrell.
I ----14-- 
"-r•-•
• • - r-The wedding will be solemnized on Saturday, February 4, at picked up tooth morning end • •afternoon shopping. ,
two p.m. at the Bethel United Methodist Church, Murray. All afternoon . 1 Dates for tbe spring Kentucky Music Educators
friends and-relatives are invited to attend thewedding and the
_reception totollow.
Whether you need to lose =Wow&
and inlhes, or **firm up a little=pss:
can get the posttite resultrymresek..
 - • FOLEJILL
Coisultation today
Unlimited Visits
testival.Contests--loi piano Aktgointinn. and alai MUM__ _
_. students. sponsored annually register for 
contestwith  
.-
bTyeec- htheers-KAsseteitY-ia ion,44tihasrvie -ffeExellicutive ailiW --. 
--
been set in the various'' Box 65, Calvert City, Ky.,
regions, it was announced by -42629, whe-ean provide th*
Jim Fern' of Calvert -City Handbook of Festival Rules,
fe4a:IvKalic4tidklae_ 2: for _Land Ilk theory outline.
Dr. Charles Clark, Murray iliecifIc- questions related to ,meTA
7--911YSda!"likhe ihe guest cliabefe-- stati,17101P17_4117_1•30_6 tr-- ts- (7th--
ip-iiiikiifathe—miteling of the A graduate of Murray. . - through 9th grades-) and
(5alloway-Marshall Chapter of University, r. Clarkis senior divition students (10th
,the American Diabetes associated with the Houston- \\ Utrough 12th grades) will be
Association to be held on McDevitt Clinic and has been
-Mlursday, January 5, at seven on the medical staff at the \heira 
on March 25 in the
Murray region, April 8 in the
- -MtriTay-Callo way County
Hospital since Isar- itsgand April24 ' Pik ill The 114 h d
- MICHIGAN GUESTS -
Mr. and Mrs. Clayton Work-
man of _Southgate, Mich., have
been the recent guest$ of his
mother, Mrs. 011ie (Susie
Workman and her sister,--Mrs.
UI 
. 
UL Marion Adams. - .-- --- -----
.
He is also a -graduate of the---:-- e—/-a•-ir---Qrbriegie
- Utifiteraitir _of Tennessee 28, Loiiissniesnal4ny_S, and yarrow HERE -- Schield Medicine and served the festival in Bowling Green Mr. and Mrs. Billy Usrey----Iris-interrfship- at Baptist- -win  :on *arc .. 
were theMilmorial Hospital in Mem- - -'Pianists' CIO:ling - t" their parents, Mr. and Mrs:'
VIIISilrillists-of -
phis. Festivals are expected to Oar...Alvin Uarey of_Merray andEveryone interested le the" two Cdmioirtioni-1.11 P4.,.4.00 sirs. Allen_iiiion-ol _
tr°1-aa6- eratheatief-t' 4 ___ niw!ile.ry, ofie-.-,-.f. .om-,_.. .--311_ ---MayLiettfitoute ArIvE-__ Alr..,. --fliabetset le- welcome to Baroquethe-___ 
era and the other ow. them Is a student at ._ _ADALmeetings, a spokesman-. 'their choice frtariLSMOW--7-7Univeriiiiy of Tennesiee,
Dr. -Charles
p.m. at the First Presbyterian
Church, 16th and Main
Streets, Murray.
 - .-Clark's topic will be
"Management of Diabetes."
Following hi presentation, he
will be available to answer
piano repertoire, andlo takei Knoxville, Tn., -and - tam
written theory examination used Is IA AbittitWn ft
-that will be based onlr-pide- -hospital there. . _
I-Pre/4031Y .4-1.1Th: •
The first international al
mail consignment was de
livered in 1.785 by Jean
Pierre Blanchard and John
Jeffries, who brought it from
Dover, England to Calais,
France in a balloon
As always, a "winner will - Fine for feet
be chosen from the high- -
schnoLsopbcnnore. and junior_
To relieve swollen feet,
aft te cool and warm foot - --
entiiints- ea Ch region. who baths. And prop them up for
will compete in the state4eee4 10 minutes or so.
contest at the Kentucky Music
Teachers Association con-
vention next fall.
Teachers who wish to enter
student's in the . Festival-
Contest must be members of
either Kentucky Music
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Cleaning & Cooking . • -
01vmpic Plata N 12th Murray
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I Riven Away Each Week
--'•••&•ur' Register each tanayodi
are in thirster* for
$100 given au"' loch week -
This Week's Martha Jackson
Winner: 1313 Poplar
.Nothing to Buy 'No Cards To Punch •AII You Do Is
Register Each Time You An In The Store Drawing Wed--\
  aesday at II:00 p-Lim..._11111 Contest Starts Thursday
Morning. - •
..Empioyees of Parker, lad their Familia Dot elligIblete eAdultb
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PAGE 5-A THE MURRAY, Ky., LEDGER illiT1104Wadasai1axiaimary4,
inion
gm TOR /ALS -
We're proud of you, Murray • trip to the Orange Bowl, for
High School band members. As either band, is the small .2
always, you have represented - amount of coverage given both -
our corn-MU:tilt e the-MHS-• andruid the Marshall
-
You. earnedll-the Network.
Orange Bowl with your national The band members .and
championship and you per director •Its well ah-lbe -town-
-formed as - ekpaCVed - speoge-Tka, letieVe
flawlessly. - that NBC would devote a little
We alsirisdute orgr neighbors more thana passing glimpse at' •
-to the-g-north,- the-Ilaushall. the- _Ha tiOnal ChamPlonship-
-.1County -High, band, which also Marching_ Band. We think they
P4-tutiWri!kii tfitindiershowiltr 'bWdhare,becãuSé, ailtve said  
Our only regrets about ihe- above, we're protid. ot.otw bin* • HEART'UNE - ssivice Ter eerier-
__ - • -citizens. Its purpose- Is to answer_
_questions and solve problems - fast. If
liE -e s . you have a question or a problem not.  . , answered in these columns, write
, .. HEARTL1NE, Ili E. Dayton St., West-
--,--. - ---------. . - A#xandria, Ohio 45381. You will
•• 
--"'—'"-- . relve a proinpt 'IVY ,--1Witylkt must
,_ - ....._-..... ___ red1ctions .., ,:_:_.,_._._.__ include a stamped, self-addressed.•. -
-- - - '--1-"- i-: ::= -.7i,ii"--'
' 
. - - -,4e :- -` -. envelope. The most use hil replies will
It IS.tw duty of this writer to favorite soft drink causeS be printed in this column.
.gaze-with rose-colored glasses ' Cancer in rats. - HEARTL1NE: My father will be 65
as each new year Makes its . If there is hope, it does not lie years old in March. He is now living
. -debut)Apon the calendar- ' - -'--1-1 -"" 
,• - -alone. His" only income is his social
in In oeteat'-austa ,390-11, -31.1fin ore . securfty monthly benefit .which is
It would .:be.;- _ Ll_leri4Ore,- than-it-Aid -in Ifel#1-Itissinger. -1145.00 per month. He does not awn
apropos to. write of. the desire Piece will never coine to anything except for his personal
-------Withifterti. mankind- as long as man (riga- 'belongings and he rents an apartment:-
true and. lasting peace, un- the world. 
The only type of resource that he has
' threatenedTby:,PifeStinians, . - To be at 
_peace with one's 
edf
. would be a life insurance policy which
  .,_ will be used for his funeral expeassaaS
- terrorists, communists or , and with God is the ultimate -he does nothaveaaavingiaccountwTa 
- dictators '  :  peace-If-produces-the ultimate —aiteking-liec--fafiClitroilld ithe-possible
- --- Or to tell of our prayers for a joy :that daily 'Circtunstances for him to be eligible for Supplemental
- .- cure- for- cat-ice:CI respite -from and newspaper headlines Seeoriti Income (S.s.l. )? lc._ A'_ _
the common gold, -the end 'of cannotrwir ---- - - -.... 
A. From the information you have
________ . ._ • . _,__proaided,it is highly possible that-your
poverty ,inct---suffering1-an— JestiS told Hi-s lica-W-To------tather will be eligible for Supplemental
kinds. . . • - - , "Seek- ye first the kingdom of -Security Income when he turns 65. He
- ,_____Itealisticall . 1978 wil,__Lbe_90d. meets tilcjncorne quelifio4on




-illness- -and----onto.yot-ei from 
doing so is his ,life insurance -. .
death, • suffering. and dOtTOW, 
policy. A life insurance 1;•olicy .is. Miry
counted as a resource the face value
:----orune-and international trim*: In the headlong rush -fri-_ 
I 
-1S over $1500 and eve if it is, only the
- - - Facing 19178, one is at -once - • money, pleasure,' fame, nve—inoneilas Could receiie by cashing it is
filled with the _anticipation of . and satisfaction'; that Biblical 'counted as a resource for Supplemental
_new.eppeifte-atoeimd the fee-i-, -1oitiorim4 totally *minx!. ; Security Income purposes.
years old. 1
-- ----of-r*W-tnigedtrir. -Perhaps-whatme-needio-1071 -t• HE ART/ill'i.i-- -1--am "nave been•-widow tor seven years now.
•`• As chroniclers of modern is not more peace_ conferences,_, ._I am still working -now and -I plan to
- ,.-- -_-_higteiryi,- we -da'dy- 'see - eVidifice. . ' but. a retanking of =our - continue to do so until I- am sa.er 64, -
-of the-Arawitory nature of this , Priorities. -- - Since my husband passed away I have
life: ' - - - - • ,, , Perhaps what we need is a -been very lonely and do not know what
.
Which leads us to conclude return to good old Biblical 
to do with myself I would like to find a.
Peit Paela-for people in my age group,
t there must be sotriething principles, instead of a return but not necessarily something to start a .
- serious rek--tionship. Is there some way
1978, th inflation that will We wish to each of ow that you can help me? F.R.
--------L -,detiver,--- nurNmeney....and:_the_ ,1 lenders it most p. rosperous and . A. Heartline has developed a pen pal
almost-certain iscovery .' by blessed 1978; and urge-Mat-you - -club-mclusivelY for People over thoode-
§ome test-tube wa that our , ,seek peace for yourself-.w, A • - has heenettlineexiaten
's Ameeefriocanr ov80er Clubee"of 50. "H
--years and has thousands at members
more -took forward to than - to Geneva:-
p„ ps, ----Congressional -----throughotit thE nuntVcir-cOmplete Wa
Record Information and 60 Club,"
ti  an enrollment card,
114E. Dayton St., West Alexandria,
ohloV411,-P1e8se enclose a long, self-
addressed, stamped envelope along
with your request.
HEARTLINE: I am 64 years old and I.
have been taking medication for a
medical condition for three years now.
My doctor checks me periodically forOf course, bureaucrats do' uot take WAS
Dr. Tad s' Kills
2,000 U.S. Pro' cts
REP. DAVID C. TREEN
...Members of Congress
frequently find it easy to critize the
bureaucracy as inefficient, wasteful,
and lethargic, In recent years, the
• Defense Department (DOD) has been
particularly subjected to, such easy
criticism.
"On this occasion It gives me real
pleasure to4call to my colleagues at-
tention a recent news accotint which
addresses the particular ac-
complishments of Mr: Bob Kelly, DOD
_ Management Analyst. Mr. Kelly has
"So it's been kind of an uphill ,battie,7-- irho has the same condition as I do and
said Kelly. 
takes the exact same dosage WIT--"It's kind of a never endintr.'"!
kindly to the suggestion that wh t4 hiy this but my dosage has never changed.
Recently, I met a younger man (age 39)plan and seek and want isunnec
de. - I would think that there is such aprocess," It is also fraught with enough
differ-ince in our ages that this; gen-
tensi°n t° end, °(*casi°°°11Y' lust tleman's dosage would be (Efferentof flit fights."
from my own. Do you know if there are"You strike a nerve whenever you any studies
put the ax to any information system, 
or research done on the
says Kelly. "But- I'm willing to let the
chips fall where they may."
_
CRUMP'S GRASS
' demonstrated-Unusual zeal and ability -  RooTs commENT
in reducing paperwork, avoiding costly The taxpayers will hope Mr. Kelly
and unnecessary data collection, etc... will c his fight to prevent the waste
- "The folloiling article veils; - out the of theirmeRgrameam.
deltas . or Nif . -R aryl a ac- „ •
complishments..." (Excerpts from the 7 -
article follow):
Dr. Bad News Sends
Good News to Public
There exists in Washington, D.C., a
• federal- employee whose job..-ts to
eliminate wasted effort. Robert F.
Kelly krfteas he is not the most popular
PentSgener ever to get lost in the E
Ring. Do they call you Dr. Bad News?
guess that's a fair assessment," he
replies.
liut oh, the results.
' In fiscal years "75 and "76 Kelly's
bounding and dogging produced 240
million in savings for the Defense
• Itepartment-paper that was never
bureaucratized upon; information -that
was never sought because it already
existed; surveys, studies and reports
that were never started because the
results were already known.
Not just paper and ink would be
saved, but also huge gobs of costly man-
hours. In fiscal "75 and "78, according
to Pentagon record, about 2,000 such
projects were realdered unnecessary
becanse_KellY headed them off at the
peas. lite total savings is well r.wortli • 
repeating-440 million. • • -
, .
• ABOUT THIS PAGE
Editorials, COIUMTIB -and other
opinionated articles on this page are
presented. for the -purpOitri-  of
providing a - forum for the free
-exchange of differingryinions.
We at The Murray. . Ledger .&
Times atronglytelleye that to limit
opinionated artieles' to only. those-
which _ ..parreil•1 the : editorial
philosophy of this newspaper would
be a disservice to our readers.
Therefore, we- -elicaurage readers
who do not agree 'withan editorial
stand or the ideas presented by an
individual vrriter ih a column or
other artiCle, to reSpond with their
feedings on the Partictilar issues
being di•cussed with A letter tally
editor. ,1
By the same token-, If Ain Itsue has
not been discussed on this page and
a reader feels that the issue merits
the attention of the general public,
we welcome a letter to the editor or
au. authored article on whatever tlokt
topic might be. •
usage of drugs by senior citizens? J.N.
A. The National Institute on Aging
(MA) has awarded a $55,102 contract to
the Boston Collaborative Drug Sur-
veillance Program (BCDSP) to study
and analyze the age-related effects of
drugs.
Americans over age 65 comprise 10
per cent of the-population, yet buy a
staggering 25 per cent of all
prescription 'drugs. These drugs often
cause paradoxical or adverse reactions
in the old. Pharmacologists know that
infants and young children require
special dosages. Yet, medications are
prescribed for the aged in much the
same manner as they are for younger
Miirray Ledger & Times
_
:R. Gene MeCuteheon
The Murray :Lamer-  5 IS published
Walton, Apperson
every afternoon eacept S y3, July I, Christ
mu Day, New Year's Day and Thank_ugiving 13),
Murray Newspapers, Inc , 103 N 401
Murray, Ky. 42071. Second Class Postage Paid
Mirray, Ky. 4W1_
SUBSCRIPTION RATES In areas served by
earners, 111.30 per month, payable in advance!
By mail in Calloway County and to Benton. Han-.
din, Mayfield, Sedatts and Farmingpin, Ky., and
Paris. Buchanan and Pw-year, $17.30 per
year By mail to other destination', 13250 per
year
Member of Associated Press, Kentucky Oren
Association and Southern Newspaper Futilishers
Association .
' The ted Press is asclusively entnled' to
repobüaBcai news originated by The Murray
Ledger & Ilmes as well as all other AP news.
TELEPHONE NUMBERS
Business Office   733491.
Classified Advertising -  • , 7334416







By SEN. RICK WEISENBINIGER a
0
et 
:---.' contacdtedwbityfilecog'nstituent: kaneezpi  iltIllffc  in- message 
r gne 
for your 
legisbiaeftorore Iwa leavingbe tua
. One of the greatest advances in state If you are concerned about a par-
slators 
government in recent years is the effort tilacular bill, it might be wise to dial the
ezpen lose 
keep 'Frankfort on Monday through Friday./ . creased ability of constituentito
each week tintil March 18, the final cler,i' in touch with legislators.
---- The 1978 ion of the Kentucky of the 1978 session. I will be in MaYfiald -
at my office on Saturdays (247-8522) -
and hopefully at home (247-4904) on - - -
Sundays. - '-z.'-'-'irs'm  - ' - . •
I encourage all oTt'Srlitin-In
, the First Senatorial District to phone ,.
To leave arall-back message for attY me in Mayfield or in Frankfort abed
legislator, dial 1-800-372-2976. A page ant, legislative matter, As ulove tem__
•adults 
The Instjtute expects that the data,
collected kr the kicpsp, can lie used in
building prescription guidelines with
dosage information that will be useful
to physitians in prescribing drugs for
their older patients.
The BMW,: part of the Boston
University Medical. Center, has been
engaged since 1966 in.the collection and
analysis of adverse drug reactions and
drug efficacy data. Under the direction
of Herschel Jick, M. D., the BCDSP has
collected clinical dati on 35,000 hospital
patients in hospitals in--the United
States slid abroad. Information on the
acute and long-term effects of drugs on
-61' ad age grottprtaa-been
accumulated. The data have been used
to develop methodology for monitoring
ncal inpatients, detecting adverse
drtial readtanashat, repor
the past, and predicting the affects of
drugs in man. The research program of




and 'behavioral research and training
apeciebraferns and needs of the aged.
It is one of the eleven National
Institutes ,..of Health, the main
biomedical research facility of the
Federal Government-Onaof the NIA's
inajek areas/of research_ interest is the
study of drug-drug and drug-age in-
teractions common in the old.
General Assembly began Tuesday and •
" two toll-free telephone numbers put
--_Xentackians. tinny -from
Frankfort.
will locate the legislator and deliver the' many groups, don't fuss at me in Ala . . .
message. WATS lines are available to if you fail to let me know your wishes
return the call and you should hear .during the session.
from your legislator personally within An extra benefit in the 1978 session is
at least an hour or two. ' --the televising of the proceedings live on
Another 'new number has been in- ., Abe educational televisia. This will be
stalled to . Provide up-to-the-minute the first time ever that an entire station .
information on the status of any bill in . tea been tekeitiecead 1...beikee tb,
whith-Yoillia ligereited. By dialing I= experiment will be beneficial to any osus-7---
800-372-2998, you, can learn the com-- interested in our progress.
Initte to which a hal* neeP.Mt-OVe-A-..:-- :Anyone wishing to write me can dosa--:-
ctboemminanitt: 'acindtheitsthamierniambenr:fi. tillt7e.' -- Kbyentucky State Senate, Frankfort, -
'addressing the envelope to me, c•ii- --. -
sponsors, and the votes by which it was ' „Kentucky 40601. I am available to
passed in. usual legislative route. __. :-... discuss any bill in detail at any time. ... , .
- Looking. Back .
10 Years Ago S.
'Bethel "RtChardrain- *-'1W ntinThed as
cluttiMan, Clidarns as vice-
chairman, Fred Schultz as secretary
aritr twit as treasurer of the.
Murray Board of Education. Other
members of the board are A. B. Crass,
Donald Henry, and M, H. Ryan, -
Deaths reported incrudii -Augnst F.
ii
Army Specialist Four JameaL. Sills
20 Years Ago 
_Itgr:oup of Murray observertled by
--Dr...-Himter Hancock of Murray State
" College participated in the nationwide_
Thought
"Behold, I send you forth as sheep in
the midst of wolves: he ye therefore
wise as serpents, and harmless as
dovek." - Matthew 10:16.
- In this world the true Christian will
inevitably incur the wrath, and op-
positicer of the unrighteous. Therefore
the Christian must always be alert-thrt
he must always be willing "turn the
other Cheek:"
Christmas-Tend- Of -M
sponsored by the National Audubon
Society and by State Ornithological
societies. The local gorup composed of
Dr. Hancock, Mrs. Hancock, Prof.
Gerhard Megow, Prof. C. T. Peterson,
and William T. Sledd made their count
in the Kentucky Woodlands National
Wildlife Refuge.
a0 Yeark 44_9_
is serving _with the.First-Air"Caealeir --
Division, Vietnam.
Mrs _Ruth Emerson end- W
-Mill) Moffett-were married Dec.--2I
Louisville.
Thomas Grocery has Maxwell Houle
- eeFolger's coffee advertised at 51) cents
Pir.PCIPtid in their ad this week, •
"The Dirty Dozen" is showini,at the
Capri Theatre.
.Deaths resorted include' -Luther
Hargrove age 58.
- Walter ,ent.yesi_nlekeueare...nalL,.
eratórs of the Murray Grill, formerly
'known as the Collegiate Restaurant.
Births reported include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Randall Pace and a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Doyle pierce.
- Mr. and Wt.) Clay Smith have
returned home after a -visit with their
son, W. C. Smith and family of Florida,:
•
One million pounds Of tobacco are
ready On Murray's five loose leaf
floors for the opening of sales
on>n. 5. P. J. Outland and Noel
Melugin will be the auctioneers.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Janie
Smith.
Local agency representatives of the
Southern States Cooperatives will at-
tend a two days' district school on
Today-
giving farmers better services on Jan.,
13 end 14 in Murraly..W. R. Nifty of the
local cooperative is enrolled. '
- Mrs. .1111- Robertson of
Highland Park, Mich., are the guests of
her:Parents, Mr. and Mrs. L. C. Huie.
Mrs. Charlie Stubblefield was hostess
for the all-day meeting held by the New
Concord Homemakers Club.
•




t e trtng Superman,
• •
HINGTON (AP) It sounded as --with the Burns episode.
though Jimmy. Carter had..just fired Burn* 73, and chairman of the Fed
Superman. since 1970, was strongest where the
-- "He-is sn-awise.-Ha.106111--loa muchlex--_administrationneeds strength: with.the
perience. His record is so superb: 'His business community. But labor alid
integrity is _ perfect, almost." And liberal DeMocratS, Including some key
beside, he was a close personal friend, people in Congress, saw his con-
-.‘So much for Arthur F. Burns. At the servative monetary policies as a
end of the month, he's out as chairman damper on the very economic ex-
pansion they want to promote.
Anyone who paid attention to the
Carter campaign could marvel at the
fact that there- was a_ Possibility. the
Democratic president would reappoint
Burns.
For Carter had said that presidents
should be able to appoint Federal
-Reserve chairmen to terms
correspoticruig- with :their mill That the
boartk_policies should be consistent
with those of the- elected -ad-
of the Federal Reserve Board, a job he
wanted tci keep. 
The president's - eulogy, was in
keeping-with the- odd etiquette of
Washington Nothing an liPenanrui
official as the. leaving of his job;
especially if it's involuntary. `• ,
But Burps w4 a special, kid gloves
case for Carter The last thing Carter
needed wits to have Burns, an eColionik' -
here to much of the business establish
ment, depart in anger. •
hlin flown to Washi gto
. ministration; and that he wanted an
expansionary monetary policy to help
cut unemployment.
Furthermore, Burns had irked labor
.by opposing a sharp increase in the
minimurn wage and had worked to
block the $50 tax rebate Carter-
proposed and then dropped.
Those weren't Fed matters, but
Burns never wiel-ene_to muffle his
economic opinlima and had taken
special pains to dernonstrate the ked's
. independencerif any administration.
-- -Carter's -solution: a new chairman •
with impeccable business credentials,
G. William Miller, --521--ettairtnan of
. Textron Inc. and a public request to 
Mims tistay on as- a member of the
Federal Reserve . Burnshasn't
decided whether to stay.- ;
i5 - fl




less an mitt than Vice Pieitd-Fin •
le to tell tai he . o
wouldn't.- be ppointeft:. BuIns
responded -praise -for •-his-suc-
cessor, businessman G. William Miller.
Whether politicscontroventyur evert
scandal- convinces a president that--
sofnebody important must go, the
dismissal often is cushioned with praise.*
that makes it seem the fellow should
have stayed forever._
Richard M. Nixon produced the
classic example When, amid
-Watergate, he ousted H.R. Haldeman ;-
and John D. Ehrlictunan, "two of the,
finest public servants it has been my
privilege.to know." • •
•Fer.Curter,thatatasashaliert.4.se
rpsignation, but it was different: Lange
was the closest of friends, and C,artes's
personal anguish showed as he prated
;and released his budget director, under




By The Associated Press
Today is Wednesday, Jan. 4, the
fourttrday of 1978. There Ire 361 days
left WA* year - • •
Tocf-s-Iiiiiiiilght hiSiory:
On this date in 1790, George
Washington delivered the first annual
presidential message to the 
nation.Oh this date:
In me, the mathematician who
discovered the law of gravity, Sir Isaac
Newton, was born in Lincolnshire,
England. ",
In 1896, Utah war; admitted to the
Union as the45th state:- ;
In 1936. the Nazis ordered mfifty
"Wining/fir the children of Getrnany.
In 1948, Britain granted independence
to Burma.
In 1051, in the Rorean 'North -
Korean and Communist Chinese forces
captured the city of Seoul.
In 1075. President Geraid-rerd set up
•
a commission to look into allegations of
illegal domestic spying by the Central
Intelligence Agency. - ••----e -
Ten f ears :t_Thrre- was i the 
epidernTc--al&-United States, with
outbreaks reported In 30 states and the
District of Columbia.
Five years ago:- The United States
reported the loss of the 16th B-52
bombek in raids over Indochina.
One rear ago: Democrats chose
Robert Byrd of West Virginia is
majority leader of the Senate without
opposition after Sen. Hubert Humphrey
of Minnesota withdrew as a contender,
- Today's birthday's; Opera singer
Grace Bumbry is 41 years( old. Former
heavyweight, boxing champioeFloyd
Patterson is 43.
for..Uxiiiy: We' always have'
time eheiiz. if we will but Ilse it right.
_Wolfgang von Goethe::
-__ Zeeman poet, .1746-1832.
`"•"
_--_......: --shuL4Altrit-these
;'• --.--- ---. ----„ .- ' .---:Tennessee; Kentucky,
Winter Wheat Virgita and Ohio. -- - '•-
•-• Miners figure that. by cut- Tann I _ ,a la -2M' IV IS
LOUISVILLE, Ky. ( AP) -. ling off the Capraupply, even if
Kentucky farmers report 340; it 'is non_ union, their G ',TIN, Tenn. '(AP-) '—
- 000 acres of winter wheat negotiatorsin Washington. will Bu22‘, has flown the ar.and
seeded in the fall. of 1977, a_ ..hare_more  leverage with the his aidupted family is 
Tuart.
-,_ ,•:- . decline of 40,000 acres, or 11 Bituminous Coal Operators broken. ,' . .
-.---.-f:fiertieift- -fro& ihrsliefe—attr—Asaceititiotti-Thatatrategretift -- - tazzy;-.-a-. 1-;70ar_old*- 'pet !jai.
- • seeded in'1976, aCetirding to 'ha.Ve .n0' immediate ' r o ct, zard, was. last seen winging
the Ke.aitticky- Ciep,;- and however, because c,oritract his way above the head of
Livestock Reporting Service. talks have broken off. ' Tent Bigler,_a member of the.
, The service said.good eondi. ' The coal operators have a vulttire's adopted family; as
:tiOnS at planting and,p1,entiftiL strategy o'! their own -- orre
fall moisture promoted good that partly involves obtaining 
the youth drove his motor-
germination and growth court arders.agamst pickets. 
OYcle along a street.
"It 
.•-•• • ' during November. • But a lawyer for the UMW in - 
might sound ridiculous
getting this
 upset about a 
hint
--- Based on conditions Dee, t, soittinve, stein- Virginia warns—but - I'm - just heartbroken,"
' the service said, Kentucky that -this strategy may back-
production_is exp..ecteti,to 
Mrs. Sarah Butler said of
about 
fire. Injunctions against Buzzy,s disa /ince Friday
-8.5- million • bushels; Picketing frustrate Ininers "
down from 104 million bushels , attempting to excercise 
afternoon. I feel 
like. the ,
.
In 1977. right of. free sPeeCh, said 
either picked-someone has
Typically, about three- lawyer Gary Bradshaw. 
him up or maybe shot him and
fourth!, of the acreage planted !'" They're going to choke free
is harvested for grath, while expression to the extent-that-it
the remaining fourth is used wilt—force the men off the
as_a cover-crop or - is- aben---r-Wids flti Atit theAkaads--1-es
doned, the service said. ' a potentially incendiary
situation," Bradshaw- said
• Tuesday of injunctions against
pickets obtained by Norfolk
and- Wc5tri Ir ItailaSy. Ilt is
Heartbroken
Mrs. -Butler said it is
unlikely Buzzy -flew off with
. other vultures.
„"He _really care for
them Omit muelt," she said.
'Mere-was one time, several'
months ago, when about five
txiszards circled the house like
they were trying to entice him
to fly away. He went for about
an hour and then came home,
and he never flew with other




LOMBARD, III. (AP) —
water doesn't taste good as it
is afraid to say anything about flows from the tap,. it_ w
Our coffee," sayS '
!_ Richard E. Weickart, technical_
We ,re got a $50 reward i out director of the Water Quality
for hien, butrtiort- expect to Association_ •Lomer 98 per
bear uOffl bun again:" of brewed coffee is water, so
Several neighbors—have the kind'of—watet7 yOir use -tr.
joined the family since making it is of critical impor-
Saturday morning in a search lance." . .
for Buzzv — to no avail. Noting that the%quality of
The bird, which has a six_ anniung water is Increasingly
coming under question, Wei-f oot wingspan, became - . •
Eledrolysis.. neighborhood, playing gamessomething of a celebrity in the 
ckart said, "A home water fil-
ter, using activated carbon, can
remove unwanted tastes and
with adults and children IA odors ai well- as many Unwant—
return for affection. He lived ed chemicals. Without these imt
.Removal Of Nowl---tiOttiet- ST"' non union 6-1--ca"ehialtea4Wera'an"he".7 Pw .er'ffeels—ftaWr
trucks for the second day. 
-
year-old friends. - shine through."
There were no , arrests or
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tole' nce In itreastnt As Coal Stfke Drags On_ . .
Gunfire, vandalism aril vehiaa'S stopped at two mines, incidents, police said.. triangular route around the
lareatifIre the- teals in what --'vandalizing equipment and In gait ,Tennessee, roving aria of City Coat---etr.---
ionnears to be an exnandine shooting guns. bands of pickets prevented at. Mita, in Butler County, police 
—7_ -.7'.eff art by striking.coalinMers-.-- FOlice said no Ole washit bY _least six lian-OPien mines from said. A tipple at the mine was
eleae,nesiatinee-sninest -in the 10"tg -Rut that-Wag Ph;)81.- rilestroyed by fire—a:ad site '
states.- 815,000 in damage at the D&S. there's anywhere from 75 to police- -smiled for an arson
The Most recent use of mine and the Three State 100 oubof-attite cars in the investigation.
gunfire in the four week strike Truckintro:'mine. mining area Si far .it's been- In the •aame area, five non-
, by 160,000 members of the, Larry Reynolds, a _ UMW peaceful, bur there's not union coal truck drivers were
- United Mine Workers came in District 11 represettative, anybody going to worit.•,, said forced to dump -their „loads
. Indiana  Tuesday- ....sairLagne-oPecalarahave been .Anderson - County_ _Sheriff_ along_ ttle_ road,. _A-Almifir.
There a caravan _at about 75 _ warned. Its my- persoual nonnis. Trotter_ __ tactic was_osad. :aping
opinion that anyone trying to A caravan, of miners -also least three non-union haulers
,wirie coal now is a fool." appeared in Kentucky. About iir southeastern Ohio, policeKentuckians
_itekort Less -
But numerous non-union
mines and coal haulers are,
still operating. In recent days




area *ere throwing -focks and
Call 753-8856
going to U.S. District Court in
Abingdon, ,Va., Thursday to
.try to overturn the in-
: ertnns. - •






2 For The Price of •-r
Salo Starts Thursday
January 5 - MOO a.m.
No Exchanges
No RefundsAll Sales Final
Nancy's House of Shoes
k**********ivititerstrirentrkIrstirir.
* _ Security Federal **• * Savings & Loan Association ***
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By Abigail Van Buren
77`. MI by cn, cage Tribund-N News Synd. inc
DEAR ABBY: I'm dating a gentleman who seems very
much interested in me. He's 60 and I'm 55, He'd make a
wonderful catch, but there's a slight problem. He's funny
about' money.
He takes me to the finest restaurants, but when we
leave, I always slip a few dollars under my toffee cup
because his tips are so meager. He's a self-made man who
_ recently sold,his business for several million dollars, so I
-know he Can afford to tip properly.
Otherwise he is a very high-class gentleman. I don't
want to lose him. A lot of women in this town would love to
have him—stingy or not.
Stiould I remind him that a tip should be at least 15
percent of the bill? He figured he knew me well-enough to -
tell me flat out that I used too much perfume.
ATLANTA, GA,
DEAR ATLANTA: Don't offer this high-class low tipper
any tips on tipping unless you're sure he can take it as well
as dish it out. Some self-made men tend tobe a little tight
with their money. It's a tendency they developed in their
leaner years.
DEAR ABBY.: You say that people who are habitually
late are "inconsiderate, selfish and immature."
What have you to say about guests who alw.aysarriv.e 20_ --
to 30 minutes EARLY?
GERTRUDE
DEAR GER:TRUDE: They are as inconsiderate and
oftentinies more irritating to the hostess than the lateniks.
DEAR ABBY: I just- read the letter from 38 AND
HATS IT, and I want to say that I had the same problem,
ontrworan. Lwas a "40..D," I stood 6 toot 1-,• and had a very
well-proportioned figure except for my conspicuously
oversized bosom.
"Diet since I was 14- I suffered because the boys laughed -
at me, some thought I: was a pushover, and some made
insulting passes at tile, Not only that, I had a chronic
backache from being so top-heavy. _ '
I am now 33. and married. Last year I heard about a
octor who Performed breast reducaon surgery, so I wen
-to 'un, and iifIvas the wisest, decision -of my-life. .; . .
He reduced my breasts to a normal 34 13, and I've never
been happier. (My hospitalization insurance coverer:Ht.
too.) No more, ill-fitting clothes or hUmiliation Or
backaches! I never knew that plat*, surgeons could
reduce breasts; I thought the could only enlarge. them.
4bby, please let other women now thg,t.they don't have
to he stuck with an oversized bosm all their lives. Arid tell
them to be sure the docor is è.rd certified plaatic
surgeon.
-
DEAR NO NAME: itiere's
sharing.
\ NONAME, PLEASE-
your letter. Thanks for
_
Who said the teenyears are the happiest? For Abby's .
new )booklet "What Teenagers Want to Know," write
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Last Week's James Miller
Winner: mug limy
By KEVINPENICIE :Age first quarter. It was this
Ledger &Times effarl that Cut the Wingo lead
The•Eakers had somedilng to three points as the first
to pmve Tuesday night' when period ended with Wingo
they went to Wimp. Whatever ahead V.
It was, they-providit is they • - Jinitaz Lamb tied the score
ll short 6f the centurrmarh fortheLakers with 4:40 left in
by two points and romped -the the first half at 34-34. It was his high scoring to the kind of
ii-- tel--tehinWilirlf-Isvetted *Might:"
""`" raTint_ette-WelleitfirVeltrhil -mAted.eamtliiigmme,
coffinlonted, Thew gahlthe lead only' to have the - The !Akers lengthened their
beyawere embaressed when score tied again by the lead. throughout the second
...they lost to Hickman County - struggling- (Akers. Finally half as,the Indians went tea
--DreeeinW -17th in Our. tour- Lamb hit a 15-footer from theman‘To Zan defense. The
raiment. We rime be& and right side to give Calloway smaller Wingo team just could
werked,L__harcapast _sreelt_their,first lead of the evening_not kbeitespalkwax _away from gore in dautile figurectut
and=we were-•ready torighatLur- ASA& -The Lakers • never: the et: The Lakers strove that just wasn't enoueh."--
This victory was sorely relinquished the lead again diligently to the century Calloway faces SL Mary's
lifteVtaileate-Lakerlhand UMPlifiltfiefeettiattalftirnaiiiii inert before the clock ticked ;•-filidiar night On thil-4fiid.
are • now 54 for- the season. 49-43 with the Lakers on top. off the final seconds. They Calloway's next twelve op.
Daryl nueheodail&geniarjed_  wer-e-to-fall-alloct-lrwever-e16-po, . rients---are-ranked- higher-
the Callaway team to .vreforY T-14W11-00bOon and 6-4 Marc tU'rurfartnizier sounded with than the Lakers according to
with 31 points and 16 rebounds Daniell came in for Woway the secire- at 98-82. the Litkenhouse ratings.
for the-Inteithla, Th1j Was in the-second iarter and- Tlloway1Iranked 
15th at the
undoubtedly his best game played excellent team ha: region; however, Wing° was
yet. The Lakernitedfive men-Cohoon put in two important_igylual querwr.....,, we IWILVU ,ranked second so Laker fansdf-
to score in double figures. field goals for the Lakers •*- a - • '2 are -IfT for 'an - interestingforg,while. We held them to le
Glenn Olive scored 16 points when they were most needed. points in the second quarter 
season as the Swamp Rats try
as he hit his stride, Randy This was one of Callowaft to better their 5-4 record. .
mMilroali seven.figirgeaffi&antagec oaCif Hargrove - -
had cnrn d th d dldows r quarter like they
17 points, Jimmy Lamb back on his bench when 
 did in the(-Moon
contributed -14-encT RickY nedessary whereas Wingo has firsk thw wet" bays beaten Garta
Garland had 10 points.' * an extremely weak bench end us!'
_ _
larger Callowly Wein sealed
down and put on a kis=
exhibition.
McCallon had 9 assists,
Lnib had eight assists apd we
had,28 assists all together. I
think Bushrod can attribute
lack of personnel. Leading
scorns Scott Tucker and
Steve McClure were both out
with health problems and this
no doubt hindered the Indians
,as they-.went into last night's




for us and without Tucker who
was- shooting 59 percent and
McClure who was shooting 57
percent we didn't have much
hope. We did have four men to
Inekhart
The mpg* Indiana jumped has no depth whatsoever. "Daryl hit 15 of 21 and Olive Iamb
to an early_ 4.0 _lead_es_they___The Lakers began to control was back on his game.--We
easily penetratect-the baiter the boards better in the last were Jortunate on fouls. Not. _ 
t.- als -
defense. Eric Stewart con- half. Lamb had eight big 
one of bur players fouled ou "
' d f'
all of the firet quarter and by McCallan with six 'and °liv•-•that-41appens /au know that 'n-17.,;%7T--,-
trolled the boardsindiansfor Wing rebounds-ou  retoundal d by- double figures and any time"
iod 
 S Oi_L'40
the middle of the first per five rebounds ()slloway .ieytoreki''ryyou have to win the game. We Stewart_ 
Llama, , .
fg ft f tp
 2 i- 4
0- 0 2
 2044 
4 6 4 14
15 1 , 3 31
  7 .117 
-
40 11$ 98
1-741 mecallon put with 44-Lrebounds.:1a___the_ a goad night air Raker
forth a tremendous one-man Indians 30.• 
around-Pr-us our junior varsity nremTotals  
effort-With some spectacular Bilshred scored 23 of his 31 
team blew them off of the calleetay -
court 56-31." he added. --
FLOATING IN - Glen Olhe (33) of the Lakers goes
floating in toward the bucket on, a driVC P8M-31lichen -
Glisson (30) of the IndiansTOIlve returned to lib:TiVrin—by
hitting for 16 points.
(Staff Photos by-Ren-petaick)
BEST GAME 7- Big Daryl Busluod (24) had his best
game of the season for-Calloway.County Tuesday. The 6-6
Laker senior center hit for a game-high 31 points in the
Lakers' 98-84 victory.
(Staff Photos by Kevin Penick)
HOT HAND - Randy MeCallon had a hot hand for the
Lakers Tuesday night as--he pumped in 17 points in the
victory at Wingollere, ateCallon drives down the lane for
two.
(Staff Photos by Kevin Penick)
Dixieland Center 753-7575
SALE PRICE
Mothil 4477— — -
Medttgranean styling.
Pedestal base optional •
-41.Qtra cost. .
19" diagonal-MIdoornatic olor Table Model — briIRg
you Et really automatic C Or picture. An electronic
italicaltyustsjtso.iLD0ver 
glares, never washes out. It also has the Precision





By The Associated Press
Walton-Verona 56 Simon
Kenton 53
Marshall Co 64 Murray 51
Mayfield 81 Sedalia 52 ..
Carlisle Co 83 Fulton 80
Livingston Oen 93 U Heights
31
Trigg Co 81 Ft Campbell 51
Owensbero 61 Owens Cath 55
Warren Cen 87 Metcalfe Co
67
Franklin-Simp 92 Graysoa,
(o63 -. • -- -
Lone Oak 97 Fulton Co 83
'Calloway ,Co 98 Wint6114
Ballard Menr 65 Heath_ 62
ot)
Edmonson Co 70 Hart Co 64
Elkhorn City 61 Jenkins 49
_
Dawson Springs 78 Webster
Co 75 lot(
Paintsville 811 Pikeville 52
New Steel Belted Radial For Winter
And Summer You Don't Have To klice It Off!
Now you can Voy-a -MAW- expialltir—Trf• bliaiiying over
season radial tire that handle-a winter tires again. Tiimpo, a
winter-snow-and-ice- Yet. in new _kind oLtire for event kind.
swimmer, it gives you the of weather. Keep it on your
smooth, quiet ride of a mg- car season after season. Only
ular radial. You may never from Goodyear. •
have to g9 to the trouble — or •
Priced Considerably Below Original

























ROUGH UNDERNEATH - Ricky Garland (45) of the
Lakers goes up for a shot and gets bonked on the head by




-Agnes -"foT" McDaniel .





RAM CHECK — If we sell out of your size we will
issue you a rain check, assuring future delivery
at the advertised price
Double BelteiVolues On
Cushion Belt Polyglas...Act Now!
878-13 whitewall

























Quiet ride at a
regular radial


















$37 00 52 55
839.00 $2 77
L78-15 $42.00 53 05
GOODAEAR
Use any of these 7 other ways to buy, Our Own Customer Credit Plan • Master.Sharge
• BankAmericard • American Express Money Card • Carte Blanche • Diners C-100 • Cash
' Goodyear Revolving Charge Account
- •
See Your independent Dealer For Isis Price and Credit Tern,s. PriceT As stso n At Goodyear Service stores in AllCoemurnitier Served gry_Thisalestsoner---
BRAKE
OVERHAUL
$5988 AdditiGn*.parts extraif needed
i$141$1:11WIE - ,
3-Wheel Front bisit Instalrnew front
disc pads • Resurface and true rt).
lops • Repack front wheel bearings
and install new grease seals • In-
' spect calipers and hydraulic system
• Add fluid end road test car.
„Olt
4.1818N11 Drum, Install new linings
all 4 wheels • Reface brake drums
Aep9çk _front wheWrni41gsArcae l
hydraulic system • Add fluid and
.40+82 test car, ,
Parts extra
needed
Most U.S. & some infelitn,
cars (depending on mike)
IMPROVES TIRE MILEAGE
NANKING, AID CONTROL
• Tett end rotate all 4-tires •
• We ,inspect all cooling sys- 11010 1 caster, oniber, 8 WO to
tem hOses and engine tan belts \ man fecturers specifications • In-
• We recommend replacement sped steering and 
suspension
-p-arts (if niawriedand HtWir Coif. components • Road 




Use any 01 these 7 other ways to buy Our Own Ctsetom‘m Credit Plan • Master Charge
• BankAmericard • American Express Money Card • Carte Burnthe • Diners Club • Cash
Apollo 73 Bowling Green M tirgb=a
Wolfe -Co 70 MorganCo 60 ay •
Goodyear Revolving Charge Account
Bell Co,.87 Harlan 43 r
Cl y Co 71 Bre It-Co 6A4
-bey- 91 VI:Tend 
vow irleepoogent clearer far INS Price and Credrt Temni' Prices-AS 56-oi>allatans•rfar Service ,tianirt 4-i-t Conin*rifrits Srerx:Mt—ei
Chr s 46 GOODTEAR SERVICE STORESLou Central 51 Doss 52
else 88 Garrard C(i.75
Apollo 73 Bowling Gretna&
Lou Durrett 82 fru Male *-











$4 less for electronic'ignition.
SAVES SAS, GIVES FAST
, SMITS IN AIRY WEATHER
• Electronic engine, starling,
and charging system analysis • In-
stall' Met, points, Plultu ondenser
• Set dwell and time engine to
specifications • Adkust carPuretoc.
for fuel economy • Cars with air'
ond ning T2 more • Includes
l lauso, v, Toritg, 1114 fight
trucks. 
sieuspaper Serurre•Nart ervirlable n Warred ;W.
, Stara Hours: 7:30 A.M. mill 6:00 P.M. Daily - Open Friday until 8 • 00 p.al. -v4,5
Mgr. R. Cartwright Mgr. 7. Younhin , Mgr. I. Witte 
De 
721-S. 12th St. 315w. Broadway 
e"juec
fahfer,soK)n,.





Ledger & Times Sports Editor
Willie Perry messed up
shall Couniy's. Wans with.
-- A last-second shot that
-*swished through the net as the
held the eight-point margin at the only time they trailed the ,"Teams go through
the end of the first period, 16-8. entire game. The reason they, learning plateaus and we're at
Then with ju.lt under three lost that one last year: the (vie right now," Tiger coach
minuties left- in the half, the Murray High press. • Cary Miller said. "We've kind.
Marshals had widened tIV-. But this time, the Marshals • of leveled ofrbOt we'll begin to
margin out to 1.3 points at 3I)=- didn't fold undeethe press. climb again. Right now, we
game endesh.._ . - whet.* coins--
sPeiti- off the- _-
heroics. It simply put Murray ctintelit- for 'Murray. Pjcking I really don't feel like it hurt bench and tonight we just
High °vet the 50-point mark in -up the Pace' oh c the pressure us very much," Leeper said. didn't have that person.
-s 64-51 loss the Marshall -defense, the Tigers shut 'out Besides beating the press, "We stood around too much
County Tuesday night In the Marshals for the rest of the. whicJihe knew he would face, and they whipped us on the
Benton. ' half. did Leeper have any other boards. Plus we didn't have a
"At' halftime, the kids Junior forward Howard Special plans for beating__  good shooting night and
decided they wantedEkierneid---Iiiiiiele of the 'Pigerstita-free MinTlY? -eren'r Very seleNve with
• Murray to less than 50 - throw then after a steal, -6-1 "We knew Gilliam would Ur shOLV:...Miller added.
Marshall County coach. Rick junior.Ed Harcourt scored on score a lot of points. He's been Marshall-County is now 6-2
Leeper said. At- halftime, ,the break, making 0,30-20. their offensive . attack- and and will host Caldwell County„
. Marshall County 1ed4P-2-5 and After Willie Perry hit the front there's not much of a way to Friday while the 5-3 Tigers
s struggling. lit -fact, it- stde of tlitc-ti6ntis-,- Tie thiseed sThp1iim--.-So we wanted 1dtW have a rugged test ahead
• appeared for a 4111le that the second • shot-and senior • and stop everyone else," Friday as they must play at
Marshall Counfy might score -
less Than50 themselves.
But things quickly changed
in-the second' as the.
- Marshals simply murdered
the Tigers on the boards and
shut off the Murray- High
offense, perhops-hnliter _than
anyone else has done it so far
.season. The result was a
non:Inter** second
en we tart paying with
y- the
_ -visite going to be a geed team
But tonight,', we only played
- with intensity thwinrparts of
the second quarter and fourth
quarter," Murray High coach
Cary Miller
The intensitylor-the-Tigera-largest-of-thelitst usual  lltgW-Vilrmg------rer
came in the second quarter. at point. The quarter ended with Brandon was held to only eight
a time when . the Marshals the Marshals on top 50-34. points while 6-3 Gary.
were on the verge al blowing ...The Marshall County lead Thompson also' added eight.
--the game wide open. reached 18 points early in the Ronnie Dunn and Jeff Capps
The Marshals -junaped-t4'3-41--final-period-- and-vr-nevek . came off44-befielualwifolayed---
10-2 lead early in the game and_less than 11. -- • -.-atremely-wall, both finishing -
For Leeper, it was his first with six-GENERAL
-win over Murray after losing "We got outstanding bench •NEW YORK - Steve
aweenowho-„vaiiiiietheeirw, 81;"asecUtive games ,t4E4Pleransii thought Weshowed:.;-•--
- eiris -seasonrin-his---quitete-bit-of deptb  ppee
mounts "ro-ocli:7-her first year at-Marshall County.  said.- "As the season Wear&on,
m one year, waT In Wow three garnes, Abe- that's what you bevel° have -
for Marshals „lust by five, three tibea winuf.r." he added. •
For Murray, the depth was- 1077-by The Associated Press, and 
one.
In the gaMildirentiktiast-burt by-the fact 6-3 forwardThe 17-year-old *key from
wfotani.fiy,i_fotite_first_horse__year, the Marshals led the Jeff Kursave re-injured a
entire game, once holding an shoulder 1;2 . the Tilghmanraging- personality tewin inthe 47..year history of me 18-point lead but lost by one Christmas Tournament. and
point and the final score was. may be lost for the season.
Frank Gilliam rebounded for Leeper said. Fulton County, a team the
two more-points,-Gilliam hits Gilliam finished with 23 Tigers defeated 69-67 last
15-footer to end the first half points while Willie Perry month in the -Calloway
Tournament.scoring. _ _ . added 14 with the two ac- ChrigtMas
Then Gilliam, cainelitierour eptinting for all but lt or the ' '  ' filerrey
with a 20-footer to open the Tigers' points. 
. _
2. 'second half scoring, inaiting48-e- "Bsith teams rnissedirletst- 1291.111̀ ...."''''''''"'"' I 
= - - .4'  k g30-27. The two leazni -ft-dell-fitifY Shod: IiiiiEcularty etaly s 1
a-- •baskets to make it 32-29 and in the game. We had a Chan& 1184w 4 I
then Murray hit a cold streak to really get out in front in the Dr46**4 2- 0
and went scoreless for three lirst. half but we just duet', 1 33
minutes. During that span, the seem to put the . cap on them. I
Marshals ran off eight con- don't know what it's 'ping to .cups_isoit.. 
secutive points and from then take," Leeper added. luipPl°°-F
on, the 'Marshals were in For the Marshals, whe Orr 
Ct/Arge. . mauled the 'Tigers 48-31 on the Pro dd°, . • 
I tWith 2:06 left in the thirr -bnardr,--Corielarld -finished nven 
2 2period, 6-3 senior Jeff with 18 points while guard c%11, 
Copeland of the Marshals hit a Chris Orr added 14 on a_good MUITAY
II • Marshell
ON THE BREAK - Jeff Copeland of the Marshals comes flying down on the break and
smacks into Mike Bradshaw (20) of the Tigers . The other four Tigers in the background are
left to right, Ed Harcourt, Frank Gilliam, Howard Boone and Willie Perry. Copeland had 18
points for the Marshals.
(Staff Photos by Mike Brandon)
Purdom Motors offers the bestior your car care.
See.any one of our efficient employees for any auto problems you might
hate. Pictured cleft to right) Kenneth Coy-Mechanic, Don York-Mechanic.
Tim Barber-Assistant Parts Manager, Don Spiceland-Mechanic, Kenny









  .1 - -4-3--
4 s THROUGH THE MIDDLE-Ed Harcourt drives dovrn
Is" the middle of the Lane for the Tigers. However, Ills shot fell TWO MORE - Jeff Copeland of Marshall-County goes up
for two o( his 18 points hi the win over Murray High.3 g off, typifying the kind of play that dominated the first halfsuna Defending for Murray is FAI Harcourt while Chris Orr 115)
• 17 11 .11-41.; as both teams missed countless easy baskets:





Folger's has discovered a new
form of coffee that lets you use
less, and save moneyia_the4ievc_
coffeemakeFs.
Saves money because You ,
use less. Flaked Cage releases
more of that delicious Folger's
flavor, so you use less. If you -
normally use 5 measures per pot,
you only need 4 measures of
.ffolger's Flaked Coffee. That's
Why the 13 ounder-cari makes as_
I< Much as a full pound. But costs
,,a lot less.
DeliciOus mountain grown
flavor. This great new Folger's
gives you the same delicious
OkAintain grown flavor Folger's
fkm9us for. Mountain_grovVrt--:
CoffegliThe riaheSt;entiSt •,
aromatic )irld of coffee. Get
Folger'snw Flaked Coffee  
today—for great flavor arid
'great savings. Its-100%
pure coffee.
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CUT ALONG OGLTEG UNE.. •
By M. C. Garrott
Mike -Gottfried, Muffijr.
State -Univers-Ws. heiftelr:=
football coach, has mimed
three of, the five assistants--
• who will make up his coaching
staff. -
Two are former associates
_MurraY-tnio:dat
.w e e a
tughly -successful high school
- --- coactrar-Northtto‘ Kentucky:
They are;
Dino Paparella, 37, center




oaeli - at' the University of
Arizona, and
Bill. Bildridge, 33, coach of
.Kentucky's Class -A-Thigh
school champions at Bellevue
High School, Bellevue.
All three-have arrived-On-the-
' campus and currently are on
. • recruiting assignments across
the-region. The remaining two
positions, an increase of one
over the staff of former coach
Bill Furgerson, are expected
to be fillPd soon, Gottfried said
. by telephone from Ohio where
he is on a two-week recruiting
, Trip.
-We are talking with a lot-of
Including the former
staff," hi said," and we hope
--,...nto--have-these-other positions 
filled within a short time.-
Pa Pa-rella-,---a-eative-- of
Endicott, N. Y., played college
• football as an offensive guard
Bill Baldridge
Mrs. Colornbi Pipa' rella, lives The son of M. and Mrs.
- in Endicott. - • Torn Liggins, Sr., of Fremont,
Liggins comes from he is married to the former
Fremont, Ohio, where he-was Brenda Thompson, and they
an all-state tailback and one of has a _ seven-month-Old
thevinost publicized,--Idgir daughter, Shannon.
school players in Ohio. lie -
graduated from the Univer- Baldridge is a native of
sity of Cincinnati-in fter- ShdyOhao where he was an
lettering four years as a All-North Ohio .guarterbaek -
--tailback.Traiis senior year, be before starting as a defensive
gained more than 850 Or* end at Morehead State
before being injured and lost University for four years.
for the season -in' thereventh graduation in MA he
game. •coagped at Bath County High
• - - -2-School for two.-itears 'before
• Alter one year as an compiling a 40-1-1 record in
assistant coach at Cincinnati, tour years at ftarrodsburg,
he went to the. University of Ky., High School:
Arizona --where-be;--as Gott- He then was defensive
fried, was an assistant coach. coordinator at Georgetown
College, Georgetown, Ky„ for
• one' year-' and defensive
secondary coach at Morehead
• State for onryear beforigeing'
' to Bellevue as head coach two
years ago. In. 1976; his teem
was nuinerup for the Class A
state championship, and last
season won the championship-
with a 13-1 record, losing only
to Nicholas County 14-8.
Baldridge is married to the
former Janie Rather of
-BewlingttreetrandMorehenct.
They have one daughter:Beth,
football and head track coach
at sneiby,Vhio-, High
Their mother,' - Mrs. Nola
Bildridge, lives at 61 West
Tucker Ave., in Shelby.
_id Michigan Stale tiniversifY, .
wliere he gradeated to 1966.
His coaching experience NotEi'ame NaMeC[AS-CkaML-:1)-_
included three -years as head • • •
•
a, N.Y.;
tivo as a graduate assistant at
Michigan State; one as the
offensive inie coach at the
• .of Cincinnatif-and
one as head freshman coach at
He wentto 1.&-forT.tbe 1977
season and was With the
Tigers Dec. 31-when they lost
toStanfOril in the SOD Bawl at
" El Paso, Tex.
married
. to the_ Jo_r_rner Sue SrEdtoI
Endicott, and they hav& one
son, Robert, 14. His mother,
BYMERSCHEL NISSENSON .774--tintering th-e 1977-ca1n"- -front I 1011 th4/1.
Ap-spoeta--vertter-- ---paigirwareiebestin history,' --Ohio
-loss- than three • months added a other chapter, W. the Uth,. t4conlyteatu to dropout.
•-ithilearili---4fteec=ftioweemei jglaytvg-,--:-NotrelWnelegerid -Monday--
• for his scalp and "bump _wilenthey were voted national
Devine" bumper stickers ,thampions by the 64 voters in
were flourishing in South:I:he iiatiot,w_vi_cte • Associated 
Bend hid Notre Dame Coach*111. : .
• 'ban Devi i ha in the last In a race among five teams
,flotb Alabama's lititair
Bryant- and Arkansas' Lou
Hefty -expressed dis a p-
pointment that their teams
laugh,and basking in :the glow_wl`th identical 11-1 records, weren't " m as haticsial
of college' football's national Notre -Dame's 38-10 Cottoa'"-aminPi--but--47--charapionship_._ 1 B9w1 root of previously No. 1_ grafulated Notre Dame.
The Fighting Irish, .wflose irated_Tenaa enabled the_kink think Notre Dame is the-
over-all winhing percentage of to. win out over • Alabama, only team that could hal
- Arkansas, Texas-- -and- Penn Jumped over Ia." Bryant cat
1
r̀ -
State. "I think we're as good as any-
“Therei a lot _of personal body and Notre Dame's win-




slice of real Ky. Co. ham, 2 eggs
and hot biscuits with redeye
gravy.
Reg. $2.85 JUST $2.50
rCOUNTRY HAM SANOWICN...1/4 lb.
of Ky. Co. ha2 with fries. •
Reg_82 is JUST $1.95
COUNTRY HAM DINNER...Center
cut slice of the finest Ky. Co.
ham...served with crisp salad,
your choice of potato and corn-
bread with white beani.




• Let di Know...Well Fix -it Is Geh.-7113---
0910
and maybe this is hard to un- °_Pinicgi-
derstand but I'm happier for "Natgrally I'm disap-
the- -team-,tharr for myself," Pointed EZir our PleYeromnd
Devine said when he was in, our staff because they did an
formed that-Noire Dame had outstanding job this year. We
won the:Ap National gam- came so far this year against
pionship Trophy. "I hae a one of the toughest schedules
combined feeling of being in the country. But Notre
humble and thankful. Dame --has 011F-- 
"I usually try to hold my congratulations."
emotions in, but Pm kind of -Holtz saidhe was "naturally
euivering-all--ever- right-new-e--disoPPointed, tot --hoPPY for
I'm just so thankful that my Notre Dainf.' rin not upset
staff and rni players are the and not bitter, but I think
itind.of people they are." we're the hest football team in
Notre Dame, which finished the country. We Were picked
the regular season in fifth W finish sixth in' our con-
-place, received 3714 first_ ference and it took a long time
plate "votes - one voter split for people to take us seriously.
. his ballot among Notre Dame, "I have no Problem
Alabama and Arkansas - and justifying why Notre Dame is
1,180 of a possible 1,280 points. No. 1 but I have a problem
Runner-up Alabama, a con- justifying why Arkansas and
vincing 35-6 winner over Ohio Alabama aren't No. A, along
State In the -Sugar B-03/1, with them."
climbed from third place to The national championship
second with 191-3 first-place was Notre Dame's seventh
ballots and 1,132 points ' Ai' since The AP poll began in
kansas jumped from sixth to 1936.
third with 51-3 first-place
votes and 1,011 points by BY The Asoodoted Preis
clobbering previously second- The Top Twenty teams in
-ranked : Oklahoma in the The Associated Press final col-
-Orange Bowl 314.. lege football...poll, with first-
- Texas, the only team in the place votee in parentheses, sea-
countryttiitaii it thiiiiitrtm-siarrecords and total points.
regular season undefeated, Points based on 20-18-1644-12-
droPped to fourth *ice with -11)48 ele-:
the remaining two first-place 1.N.Daine (371-3) 11-141,180
votes" and 797 - points. Perin /1914) it--t-ot,133 •
State, which also finished 11-1 lArkansas (514) 11-141,011
by downing Arizona State 42- 4.Texas (2) 11-1,797-
30 in the -Fiesta Bowl, rose 5.Penn St. 11-1,768
from eighth to - fifth- with'768 6.Kentucky 104,806
points 7.0idaherna 10-2,592
Rrititifirout the Ttip Ten 8,PIttsgli bur
9-111-"2,443were 10-1 Kentucky, 10-2 Okla- -9.Michiggn
home, 9-2-1 Pittsburgh, 10-2 10.Washington 8-4,437
Michigan and 34 Washinigton. 11.0hio St. 
•99:33,,2442
Kentucky was on probation 12.Nebraska 
7
and ineligible for a bowl while 1;.So. Cal 8-4,140
Pitt trounced Clemson 34-3 in 14.Florida St. 10-2,138
the Gator Bowl, and 15,Stanford
10-9 3.681, 2
Miehigan 27-20 in the Rose f7.N.Carolina
Washington .u.p ende d 16.S. Diego St.
8-3-1,53
Bowl. • 18.Arizona St.
-Kiitattioky climbed from sevi -19.Clemson . 8-34,37
enth to• sixth with 605 points,- 20.Brig.Young 9-2,23
111'hotna plummeted from.- ' Others receiving votes, listed '
H"gK'ond to seventh with 592, alphabetically: Colorado State,
Pitt's defending national Houston, Louisiana Site,
clilipipions Went .frorn 10th to 11or710114. -Miami of
eighth with 508,- Michigan Michigah State, North Carolina
skidded from fourth to ninth State, North Texas State, Terms






Large foot area covered in washable vinyl. Matching
handle. Measurement in staridard pounds or metric kilo-
grame-f 27(1 14611.20 _kilograms in 4afte
kilogram graduations Choice di coldrs: white, gold,












• 1-1/4" CP Pipe
AC051  .32 ft.
FRIEND -
3/16" Omemecting Lk*. . lir COM NW.
82291  •  74 ' 32591 
3/8" C.orusectIng Link. - GRAS & SUP HOOKS
82391  _ .79
REPAIR OR LAP LINKS.
1/4" a 1/4" Repair Link. 
_,....._ 72. .... 4491 
- - . S.,IIPM04111-84291 __--________
33 ' 7S-391 
5/16" i sir • Repair tin& -- '------''" sir'
c• limb- 1-: •''''''''.."
84591 - - 31I 1 - 62393 1
3/8" :Sir Repair Usak.- - -.-4- ..--.... --3/3" Cleirla Silp *MC • - •84791 ' .20 67393 1AS1
BIG ORANGE TRACTOR
CLEVISES & HITCHES




7/8" Treater 84Vidalit Ctevie
8178 '
7/r' Treater Twisted Owls
8278  3.49
- 3/4" All-Perpone Clan& -
465 3•18
3/8" a 3 3/4" Hitch Pin with Ring Grip
1200  1.39
3/4" a 4" NOE& Pin with RINI Grip
1205 -77-".  1.44
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By The Associated Press
Many Kentucky district
judges had ..space and,
-procedural • rZblems as
new ower court system took
its first halting steps Tuesday,
but none had bleaker
surroundings than did District




• before the wintry morning
drive to work.
But Hopper had to de-ice his
ttetk. Tuesday before at-
matters in the 10-man tent
that serves hirn as a district
courtroom. ,
Hopper moved a desk into
the flgorless tent after the
state Administrative Office of
the Courts offered Knox Fiscal
Court $2,000-a-year to lease a
COlirtr01202, and judge's office
for him. a •
The fiscal court said it
•-eouldn't heat and • pal,
per, and he has vowed to hold.
court in the tent until the AOC
comes up with more money.
"It was quite cold this
mor.njng." he said. "I had to
wipe the frost off the top of my
desk." .
Hopper held no hearings in -
the tent Tuesday, but said he
."took' care of a Iikr of '1;1-
ministra_tive affairs, and
Initialed -a few procee&gs.'"
ave a juveni e c
-scheduled . for Thursday,
-though I don't at this time
.know exactly what the docket
will be," he said.
Hopper heard nothing from
the state capital Tuesday, he
said. **11ntil 1 hear from themp
I will just -continue where I
am."
He obtained - a kerosene
constriktion -site, healer for
_ the tent, which he said makes
or too cold," and
other improvements are in the
works.
Hopper said heis looking Itir
_pictures to put in the tent.
'It's kind f drab in there' he
- said.
' "And I've got to acquire a
couple of flags, too. I'll put one
inside and one outside.' he
said.
"It looks likethis is going to
rrnanent than
temporary," he added. "so
I'm going td make some
refinements to it." .
Elsewhere, most of the
difficulties in the _second ,qf-




problealks were less critical
•than Hopper's. At !kat a
Green, "-DistriCr-Tiages
Gordon Johnson and Henry
Potter were deciding what
,cases to hear in which_ of the
three coite-•
moms and a small juvenile -
hearing room - available at
the Warren County Cour-
an Jefferson County, S2
people showed up for hearings




chiefr of Jefferson _cogptf.s
new 'district judges, spent the
morning . trouble-shopting
&Ming With a computer
probleaMmt meaqk _failure to,
record some defendants' 
names anfl the charges_ __-against them.
District Judge :Charles-.
Scott, who postponed court an
hour to await a docket of'
traffic cases from the' com-
puter, said, "We're -going to
have a lot of problems like
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Slip-ons, Ties & Short
Dress Boots
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Deaths and Funerals pieS Nth
UpPritesto.
-
Alf& Piarif4649- Jodie Wilsonistes Mrs:. Birdie-Ross'
Ccirter Calls U.S. Relations
,
Dies With Rites .Dies • ke Funeral Is Today, At.Market - -- 
.
. . PARIS (AP) - President Carter , .dorsernent that did not go beyond-ids had their credentials checked three
, C o as u me r s faced higher.. Mt* t.0007 for a three-day visit to 'previous stateMents.
grocery bills Ilt the start of . France, the sixth stop in his seven- 
' . times before they got into the building, -.---•The funeral for Mrs Birdie
Sadat told newsmen he and Carter For security reasons, they had to park -• _ .._,_ _ _ . Ross, wife of Brown Moils who 1978, in part because At , notion tour. French President Valery shared. "identical views" and had their cars more than 300 yards away.. Mrs. Pearl Moore of Murray -Jodie Wilson Estes of died Nov. 30, 1972, is being December price increases in Giscart d'Estaing welcomed him on his, ,` decided on "specific steps" to be taken . A U.S. Embassy official said the
Route One died Tuesday at Benton died Sunday at 8:30 held today at 130 p.m. at the staples such as sugar, eggs arrival from Aswan, Egypt, where he__ •-__ _for peace. . .
7 10:50 a.m.- Might Westview p.m. at the Westview Nursing chapel Of-the „Max Churchill 
president had drafted the final versien
_ and frozen orange juice. had met for an hour with President , Air Force One rolled up to the red- of his arrival statement on Air Force '
-Nursing Home. She was 15 'Home, Murray. He was 66 Funeral Home with the Rev. The Associated Press Anwar Sadat. • ..- carpeted ceremonial area on time, at One and had the text radioed to Paris,.
._ years_of age. . - .._ years of age. .. ': ' Fred French officiating. Gus marketbasket -eurvey In Carter described AmericatrelatIOns - --exactly 3 p.* (9 a.m. EST.) Carter for advance translation into French,-- Tho fleicauastii was,_a_. _14r. E et as .„,„inn...,,,n„._retu.ed Raberiserv Jr., is soloist„:,
dated that the prices-Of -1-4. wIch--- /Prnfttllt- r7peciaT lica em a, *nb tut nal 744110Illirtr7NT-porterratedfitrathylitraie-pre
melt:ter. of the. Elan -Grove---i-Kentucky state employee and -Mrs- °new& White-is orgernet------ -
Baptist Church and, had was a 'Member of the New . RtidY"Loliett, s Ezell, ,,k-
nornmonlYfardliaSed-food Lind ' rare largely an-allianee of ideals" in a -.Ida He was wearfailinriksuit and Throughout his trip pretededhim-inhvo
- _ •.. .non-food items rose an brief arrival address. He declared: .a -dark tie. Neither . president wore 'a press planes. 
. _ _ -
worked_ as a receptioqi.st ,for Testament Missionary Baptist Billy Smith, Mason D.% .4..)r.44c,contierno, Borirlime_„ _ehorek. _______,_____,,_.,_,Q1kgand„pavid__Ralmeri_41nd__ _average of 2.3 percent .in . "Our . approaches _ to specific —.raincoat in a Parisian drizzle. - , _ There was an honor guard of 500
30, 1892, in Stewart County, He is -sued-- --he three Bob McCallon are serving as 
December. - ' queations,ntay loblee=s be thE same, • Hutdreds of French pollee lined both soldiers,' sailors, airmen and gen-. -
That brought the year's but our deep for-- the in sides of the 10-mile freeway frorrrOri__ y darmes. The Gendarmerie band playedTn.:she was the daughter of daughters, Mrs. Jerry Dowdy pallbearers. Burial will fellow average inerease to 11.7" -dependence -and leaderel4 dt Trance to Paris city center. Officers stood in both national anthems. Their version ofthe late Berrude- Downs and of Ajmo Route One, Milk in the Murray City Cemete ry. ?Ara. _Rasa,  percent. The average ,overall _ and ow affection for your keople hail chilly rain for more than two hours the Marseillaise was a new slower oneMary Hiclabotens. 7 ,. -. Cleland -:F-r--- - teeman -,. _of _. - increase a year earlier was 3.5 lennifiatifiititro-ng for 260years." beforetheivresiderit's planelanded- ' ' orderedbyGiscard d'Estaing earlier IliMrs,. Moore is survived by Madisonville, and Mrs. Joe W. member ef_the Kirksey-Onited percent. ., - Carter - tiald he would discuss in- -- A massive security ring surrounded his presidenet.-two daughters, Mrs. C, -E. Lovett of Benton-Route' Five; Methodist Churcii for over 80 The figures are based on an ternational economic stability, the airport, with police carrying .. Both presidents, bare-headed,(Mary Bell) Jones, Murray two sons, Charles Estes of years, died Monday at 7:10 -AP survey that began March disarmament, , energy, Middle East _ walkie-talkies posted at all strategic , reviewed -the honor guard and then -p.m. at the Westiiew'Nurs.. ing, Route One totHaispdeel:dpears., 
Dearborn 
41., _ .6roBenrern REostueste efFilterove and Erwin .. Honvishelvals atm preeeded . 1, ly73. The news service drew _. peace, relations with the Soviet Union._ -- points checking any unusual went Into a luxiously fitted VIP lounge -- ---- pe
ell W tnieattrbytipplept4 sred.Rossr.„,a.. random list of 15 corn- anditsulliaarandhuman rights in talks ... _ . ' movements. meet 






----Illehir- -ihree--011ai-.----Terbeef.:-4Niiii,;Ntilli.- siater;':--.4.fri-; .-:- monly purchased grocery with Giscarcr d'Estaing, expected to ' Newsrden arriving -atIll'021ounge AIM
Moore, St. Laub," Mo., and --Route Nine; one _brother, Floss in November 4951. • - 
.
one supermarket in each of 13 After his meeting with Sadat, Carter 
wil
. -cities. The list - hits been -expressed support for the legitimate 13-13rd Criticizes fir, Eugene Moore, Calvert City; . Elbert Estes of Kuttawa; She is stuviited by --two -fltJ nins..grandchildren; three, fourteen grandchildren; one daugkers.4frlaw' Mrs' Eva 'rechecked on or --iiiiiiiit-T the rights of the Palestinians," an 'ea-,-- . - .-- neigreat grandchildren. - great grandchild.-; - •,---- - • . Boss. KirineY-fingnDne. and :,.. The.. tieviria..leut be ,  The funeral is neiovneid - mra, .GertradeRaga, Detrnit....,' staA 'of eaeh 'succeeding ... .. . - - - - -- • ___ siM
:Thursday- at_ two- pan. at' the today at one p.m. at the chapel Mich.; two Metes; filrs. Ralph nii 
,. 
.... .. ,.. -emo -Patty Spending fitseichapel of .-the 4,--11,-Churehill of -the- Fllbeck and Cann (Ali, ese)- -Paachal4 s"ul"", chi-R- "'aides - had  '  e• ''' .
' 
- _ , -1
FitheraI Horne -wittlhe Reir.- Mineral- Iftime,-"Benton- With Hs'i • and Mrs _ Jolieph drePPed tretn the wit at the (Continued From Page 1) 
„ WASHINGTON (Apt 7._ .44..p coorir-, said he may run for governor in. 1979"end of November because the ch
Calvin tailitina-offictatinu -the Rev. paid rdeirherter am. (Loraine) Miles, Midland, Hubbard, Day., lias---sent-u-1•114g also told Hunt and Curlin be is "tired of- 0%." eci
Bata/ will follow In the--Elin' the 'Iter-Diiltori Stallins Of 
Texas; two nephewsi _cardis manufaCturer discontinued , lights and cameras evidenced the first
Kentuary Deniocritic Tarty eaders. seeing money from contributors" to thetelevised coverage of the legislature by dtt
Grove Cemetery. ficiatingt Burial will follow in -James.- Detmit, welt. and • the package size uqgt} in the Kentucky-Edatational Television. saying the way they spend party money state Democratic party being used to  tersurvey Jan. 1, 1977, and
Kenton ,-a Lexington Democrat, noted " .1Friends 'may call at the the Mt. Carmel Cemetery in 
Joe Pat James, Doran Road, at times has a stinking odor," The promote candidates favored by the '
funeral home after two p.m. Marshall County. _ Murray. 6 Courier-Journal has reported in a party leaders, the newspaper -to' the start Of 1978, the recent improvements in the General
today 1 Wednesday). ' .copyrighted story. • - •Curlin declined to answer . • of:marketbasket bill went -up at ' Assembly's facilities and linage after
I
To Be,On Thbrsday Being Held Today
Word has been received of
"- . the death of Mrs. Josephine
Knight of Kiiapp, Wiiicensin,
Mother of Prof, John Fortin of
Murray.
Mrs. (night is survived by
two sons including-- Prof.
Fortin who is a member of the
faculty of the Department, of
. Vocational Edufation at
Murray State University.
The funeral and burial
services for Mrs. Knight were
held at Knapp, Wisconsin, on
Tuesday.
Okla.; two sisters, Mrs. Cleo maeris,Bentee, and- Mrs__ and Hafford Boyd, .Owen- Rising prices for sugar,
(Helen) Ferguson, Highland Reba carttey Murray Route sboro. • - • - -. -- ' eggs- and frozen orange juice
Park, Mich., and MM.-11er- Three; one brother,, inciter . - .. 3 did' contribute to the
man (Beatrice) Lassiter, Lee, Benton Route Five; five Shower Planned For December rise. Price in-Murray Route Four; . eight graodchildren; -four great - creases also were-reported ingrandchildren; seven great grandchildren. five cities for chopped chuck
grandchildren. Family On Friday. and center-cut pork chops and
Mother Of Murray Federal State Market News Service
Hog Market
Abolene-Jonis and her
A household shower. fOr in six for allbeef franks.
Sugar prices are reflecting
mother, Zula Stone, who lost government price supports in-Jalum 4, 1978
Kentry Purr_hase Area Hog Market stitated for processors early_ia
Receipts : Act. 1272 Eel 800 Barrows & 
their home 'arid contents . by
fire on Dec. V will_ be held November, a spokesman for -Professor Is Dead Pr.rt ineludee 8 BuYing St2ticins
Gate .50-fully .75 higher SOWS .50-1 00 Friday Jan. 6 at seven the U.S. Department 'Qflower , , p.m
US 1-2 200-230 lbe ..... $42.50-43.00 at the - Dexter Community Agriculture explained. -The
US 1-3 200-240 lbe .25-42.75 Center consumers' cost for sugarUS 2-4 240-260 Ms increased in December in 10US 3-4 260-280 lbs . $40.25-41.25 The shower will be spon-
Sows sored by the Dexter checklist stores, held Steady in'US 1-2 270-350 Ike. 02.5043.50 two and dropped in only one.US 1-3 300-5001W. - $32.00-33.00 HomeMakers Club and all
us1-3 500-6501130..- • 234-00-3100 few 310° The average price for a 5-persons are invited to attend,
a club spokesman said. Pound bag of granulated sugarBoars 25.00-27.$11 
PI ANNED at the beginning of JanuaryMEET . 
was $1.12, compared with $1.05A melting will be held
a month earlier.Thursday, Jan. 5, at 7:30 p.m.
at-the Calloway County CourtHouse for all persons in_ Prie of rocks of local Interest at- UNDERWRITERSMnrraY Association of the
terested i/1 the agricultural Times by todayt Simon Co. wnied .of Murray- the erart National Life Underwriters





Invites You. To Come





Tuesday at-443° ael'-atr--the... --tdrindaratj_9;,Wmtat_the.. Division -af--:-th t--,Tfitinsik.,,Asuit_tisopared with a .modest...._ period. in. The_ li ouse.:=1: billa-_worri -7FhX, was 16,2n spent-by the Party_ . regular:meeting of The council. 1‘._, -,
-
Murray Calloway - - County Murray-Calloway County Company, - died 'hionday atu_percent_increase a month ._ filed, including eight new ones. In -the en ijaat° payments" and "auto - -Painted eal-triat he'hit.aeet-alettaria -7.-.J. ft
7:-
Hospital. He MIS a retired: H ftal. tie ma a _retired , 345 sin. at the mural,. earlier. , Senate, 74 bills, all-re-filed, were for the first nine math! ofkli-lt Year? -- the three amilicante • for the *Men --fanner, veteran of. World War -e-r-t-.40yee of the maintenance Calloway County Hospital. coffee was .noi among le- . -Introduced, • In his letteKiltibharcl charged that a outlining what would be expected otthe re
number of executive committer' city attorney„ . It..,1-, _rd a_ member_ et, the. Department if Murray State Born May n, 1915, he Via$ the items contributing to the DO- The scope of issues confronting the
members he knows weren't aware of It was also pointed out to the council ..ruriory Grove Church of University . Barn April 9, 1906, son of the late H. c. (Pete) --.1su. cember upswing. Only one General Assembly continues to widen.
Christ Boni Bc".. °et-,.._ 25, ,_•,,_11195,__,,he -he was the son of the late Nettie Da Garlindlkyd-  city - New York - reported The governor has requested legislative_ 
M
where party tilOnWy was.. spent, . The . that itn,L) Heritiition_iiketing, primarlr_-______ -21
- was the son urul ling PM ill El I Z " -Minus Glen 'Wit and Sarah- He is survived by his wife, an increase in the price of a action on a long list of issues he wants cearter4earnalreWrted- for new council members, would beAnnie Wright Steele. Frances Barnett Lee. Mrs. Eulalp Lovins Boyd, to pound of coffee, .. discussed. o The Mayfield conliress_map„„ tio has  _beldat.2.:30.p.m_Thursday Ci
He.is survived by his wife, He is survived by his wife, whom he was Married on Feb. The cost to consumers has ' m
Mrs. Myrtle Evans Steele, to Mrs. Velma Booker Lee, 20, 1946; one daughter, Mrs. - leveled off - iv dropped since in
whom he was married on Dec. alDexter Route One, to whom he Donna Kay McKinney, one the wholemle price of a pound
-16,-1917-;-two daughters,--Mva , , was marrradjin---j-an. z, 193z; sok Jotaddlloyd; bne sist717-41-Coodiap _peaked- in 
th
 re
Ora (Odell king, Murray three daughters, Mrs. L W. Mrs, John (Laverne)- Mr- - June at $4 ant began to
Route Four, and Mrs. John (Margie) Lyons and Miss Neely. -Strid one grandson, decline. Still, on Jan. 1, coffee
Carol (Moela) Williams, Dexter Route Qae, Jimmy Dee McKinney,All_ef ,,,_ sold for gLocapound in one
- Ykr-e-iY1'-ir/6' 
sons, Barr -laticlej&Junior (Willodean) Murray; three brothers, - store, 72 percent higher than
Steele, Murray, and Bobby Brandon, Benton Route Five; Harold Boyd, Murray Route the $2, _09. ortoetag a year
Gene steele;-Gklaharna--CitYr—tira latirs, gra: ---Ittlthie---Two. Milton BorkaNithr earlier. --- -
Stock Market
- • - Roy E.tees--Rifes---- -final Rites-Today _. _ the checklist stores in all_13 his colleagues returned him to the: In today's editions, the newspaper . -Hubbard's questions until he received
- - _cities. when cagfaa width _veaheetchaiu _ _,..,4. ._, Said the letter to State Democratic his letter. 
..
For'Almons Steele Today At P-aleitine --flt 0 rvilttlioyd- 
-----77-61iirtilin0144-,ifterikrrocr- -."rive-Prorrasa we hegarVa -few pita-4
- . killing freetelti Brazil in 1975 ago in -tiarrhas come to fruition," -party treasurer William-R. Cuilin a3---searching for some press or headlines,
chairiniikHowiWuStainrikaisistflO - - Curlin chargea that Hubbard is just
The funeral for Roy E. Lee - was removed from the list, Kenton said. "I would like to think of dozens of questions. - -or he wouldn't have released this thing
—
Sereices for Alitious Steele is Awing held today at 1:30 Finakri.tes for Orville Boyd Hubbard used financial reports, filed before we hada chance to receive.it and „
of Murray Route Four will 
b bills in all stores still 1978 as the year of the people. We.have _ .
- -held-Thursday at-10:30 a.m. at methodist Church, where he - are- y Murray,) 4 at 1 1- rat two 
. showed increases. But the the opportunity to make this the as required with the state and federal lookat it."
governments by , the Kentucky
p.m. at the Palestine United of 1704 IVestheidOlitovdae,
' the cliapel of the, Blalock- was_a_themberoetth 
rear's average  increase, greatest legislature ever."-
:_cd___the_ withenteoffee was 6.7 pereen ____-___Tha.f- -only expected--leadership Democratic  Party, mike-  bath file his
Coleman Funeral Home _with F1. J. Sipe! and the Rev. Blalock-Coleman Funeral - _ charges and questions, The Courier- Co uncit..5 tage points lower __ challenge, failed to materialize when •_ _ _ -----i-n
Theaosig service will be led bY music and 'song service is by Kimbrio and the Rev. Larry beverage, acquiesced to the reelection of Sal; pat - Among the questio' ns Hubbard asked ontinued From P e 1 -----; ---*Jerry A0118 with  from the Church, Choir, led by Salmon officiating. The_Kings The annual total was MeQuisten. D-Pembroke, as assistant—the Party leaders which were listed by-------------the Seventh and Pen-far - - 
a
1 -- '----4- :. Stanley Duncan with Dwane Sons are providing the music toostett_by_a:rejatiotay steep kresiaent pro, km of the upper _the newspaper were: torney at tie first regular Meeting of -  7
Church -of Christ. - Jones as pianist. and song • • rise in _prices- su December, chamber. Meantime, _other -Did the sta[el-DAtmocratk _central the year or within 39 days thaireilfW,7--- 1-111
, Pallbearers will be Gene--_ Serving as are Serving as bearers are • some of them s,„,,,sret 'fir administration choices sailed through executive committee pay for a $15,000 The mayor explained that - -since--Parker, Gene - tat Paul. Ring,  . , -Ready- Donnie bby noyd, At. aw vey ataaed that the the votim, . - -poll last year-to,deterinineif-Hutibard - Tuesday's- meeting was a special - G
„C-t-mir-i.,---Reed__,-.. J-e,..,_D- Lamt.._,..,ter.--Hilkaandy- ,Steve-Lyons, -alma LeweryrItillEtherton,-.--markethastEet tigifuncreased _ —_-,-The-,,appoistment:otichairmerratit:-_,___Pnld be beaten-- forje. election .thia__ meeting-rather than a regular meeting"7--------49
". 'Flora, and zut3/7 meciv-. and Michael Brandon; IltarideBlitligelkin,_ lifid-1-- -T.- TOM: last month in 11 cities and , :standing _ committeeluk, _each _wise Wing-In the party primary' - • the council lake not action on,the -RarUr-will fellow • in the Why did the party Urginlzation pay -matter at that time. - - - *---- -- —, --IA_will , follow in the  church_ Burial will follow in the _decreased in only two. The essentially left those posts unchanged -
_ltiTtil-hteinertal___Gaillea,21: cemetery- ' -whir- - the Murray Memorial Gardena • average increase was 3 - from the lira saiston,- __ - - 91,720 for -"room renter to a Frankfort Henle,ysaidthatihreerecal atteitutya -r- -:--418
- erienne nts-v - Call at we arrangements by the .Blalock- Mr. Boyd, age 62, a veteran percent the average (taei•ease -The Mkt day of the-legislatiire also is real estate firm during the first nine----71aidalteady aattedf or the position and R
-funeral- home. _, Coleman Funeral Home. of World War II and former about 2 percent. The overall marked by the introduction of bills that months of last year'? Where is the room he invited-Others interested to 'submit
---htr' Steele, age 62, dtvu Mr. Lee; age Ti, died employee of, the Murray -average increase of 2.3 per- have been pre-filed during the interim and who uses it?
Eir°' 4°11n Dale afficlatlag* Steve Shapard officiating. The Home with the Rev. Jonathan than the average including the Sen. John . Berry, D-New Castle, Journal said.
-
34% ancAtr Products  ' LAKE DATAAmerican Motors ,,.3% -a
Ashland OU .  3814 vac .'. Kentucky Lake, 7 a.m. 354.5,
AT&T  001410 up 0.3. ---Ford-Motor Co 44% -% ,Gen. Dynamks  • 44% 4% Below-dam 309.1, _Clown 2.4.
General Motors.-- ., .61 -43 Barkley ,Lake, 7 a.m. 353.8,General llre .  , 22% 44 ' ,.,
, Goodida .—.......---ao4 -114 --11P-14-
Gulf Oil 
' IBM 
22-gi -% Below dant 31.9, down 0.9
Pennwalt 3716 -ik Sunset- 4:$1 p.m. -Sunrise
Quaker Oats 73‘. +a 7:1e a.m.
Tappan Pi ImoWestern Union 16% 44 .
EDT, today, furnished to the IA Oft & 
ps &Amplifications
Zenith Radio ' 13% Jokink A Prices of stock of local interest at noon Correction4076 .76 5 0 °/ oFF Tunes by First of Michigae, C4ire„ ofMur rs y, are as follows. Even though he-was not pictured along-with other Calloway
SPECIAL*.




LOUISVILLE, Ky. ( AP) -
Kentuckians are rushing to
purchase 1978 automobile
license plates, but one county
clerk said the early sales
boom is annual, and tem-
porary.
''It's the same every year,"
reffetson County Clerk
Bremer Ehrler said when the
plates went on sale Tuesday.
"Well sell over20,080 plates
this first week, then All drop
off to less than 8,000 a week."
Ehrler said he welcomes the
early rush because it "glees
us a chance to get the system
going ... What hurts us is the
people who wait until the last
minute. During the last week
last year we sold over 25,000
plates and that's next to im-
possible to handle."
The new plates are white
with blue numbers. They will
be good for five years. They
cost $12.50 in cash, money or-
der or certified' check, and
must be displayed by Feb. 28,
-Elder said. He said it is too
late to get personalized plates
unless they've already been
ordered - -they.„41nist_be or-
dered between- - April and.,
-soptember of the preceding
year. -! •
Kimberly Clark 
PL1JS * Union Carbide W R. Grace 
Othier Special Racks...AL-4 Texaco   General flee.  GAF Corp  ,Pacific Zip Cillese Aiiny _
214 N. Mb Murray 753-1242 prelZhn
-% - •
A -Judge iller was out-of -toWn_wben the photos were Made.
4 Also, ti f caption under the photos failed to identify County-v.
44 Clerk Marvin Harris who was also named to a four-year term
•stotA. in thetloVemberrienaral-Eleetion. • '46 The MurraY Ledger & nmes tries to correct prom's)* any errors4 A
.444 kg fact or clarify any misleathng information apPenfillli en news V'
County officials in Tuesday's edition, Calloway-Catuity Judge
Ro rt Q. Miller is stia the topadministritive official in






through the sample hooks
- th• patterns are on
display! No more wilting
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FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) -
In a speech long on self-praise
and short on specific
legislative. proposals, Gov.
Julian Carroll said Kentucky,




will come when he submits his
proposed budget for the next
two fiscal Oafs ina couple of •
weeks.
But it did contain hints of
both firmness and apology for
past actions.
For example, Carroll
for increased coal output hind
Protection have been "un-
reiterated that, "We are going - ilk; administration has riot paralleled" in the area of hick
• -
State Gets Gov. Carroll Proposes
Commonwealth-.-444reees- Ceirentenwealth... The way to
'esday night to -NOM" setUe" dlagiztea is through
General Assemblir on its fiiiierea eel ul negotiations...
daY generated little ex- Violence will not be
_ citement and only occasional tolerated."
polite applause. That could be 'a reference to
Of It also prampted the usual the coal labor troubles both at
IN_ partisan reaction-with most a ming near Stearns and
Democrats appioving and during the current national
some Republicans espressing strike of the united mine
cynicism or skeptieisni: workers union.
The governor pointed wily-- The go*e_rnor. _ also
pride almost • exclusively rec.ogniZed. -rritiCbMi -of..per-
instead of ViewingNvithalitraii sonai se-ryit.-010- ease'
He compared his mandate awarded by • the ad-
with that ef Isaac- Shelby, ministration for professional
first governor of Kentucky services without bidding,
nearly two centuries ago, • - -
saying it is "to build a bridge "There bas !menial/abaft
- certain past to a-----ta thialidminiatratiaathaltiw
secure future." --any other," he asserted.
His report glowed with ...-Wearenow attempting to
citations of 'Kentucky's. imPleParlt some major
changes in this area. With
Of 
economic and social advances,
during the three years of his' - Your helPv we will finally find
the appropriate solutions."
to tenure. - 
."
It did not suggest or allude Car.roll • said his ad-




▪ auTtr attorney general's cisThestudiesh inckgle 34).•eriti
Sunday Retail Store Openings_ _
its mistakes and responded to
critics.
"I welcome and will con-
tinue to respond to thoseavho
constructively illuminate our
faults," he said.
But the governor was
defensive about criticism that
•
reclamation to keep the en-
virorunent attractive and
healthful.





Kentucky has received a 11.4
minion grant from the Mining..
Enforeement and Safety
Administration to promote
training in coal mine health
and safety practices, Ken-
7 s senators have an-'
FRANKFORT Ky. (AP) -
Any fiscal court hi Kentucky
-May dud an -Ord 'ikace
permitting retail' stores In
remain open ,on S the__
state attorney general's office
has advised. "It is-eur-opinion that (the
Assistant -Deriuty Attorney fa* permitting fiscal courts to
G..nersi Marla: Funyon enact.- (ordinances2reganding
court modified its opinion and
held, in effect, that the
 legislature may delegate
legislative authority, provided
that it is expressly delegated
by statute, Runyan said.
_.,reveAled:ao earlier-opinionlu,„_Sunday sales) is a thoughtful,.
-thelatest advisoposeful, and 'deliberate
..._.4.4fheopinion was requested - delegation of a specific power
re County Judge on the part of the General
Russell Regifiens:- Assembly," Runyan said.
. The state Sunday Mang "It is now our opinion that
1,2 
Law pareets. dregenees. end any fieeeleourt_in.Kentucky.
4 groceries  to remain open on, can legally enact an ordinance
Andeir; and allows fiscal pursuant to KRS 436.165 (2) ih
Courts tir-• regulate Sundarolirimitting certail retail ac-e _
retail sales and other ire- tivities on Sunday."le
tivities by ordinance. In another • opinion
fi In- a previous opinion Nov. requested 
by Jefferson County
-21; Runyan told:-.8-ns that -.Attorney _Bruce - Miller,
the recent Keritii&Y Supreme Runyan said that when 111We:el-
Court opinion on home rule --court _assigns no space in a
meant the fiscal court could courthouse /lir --the county
not pass an ordinance attorney. the court is
allowing retail stores to responsible for rental of space
remain open on Sunday, since outside the couribeitte,-
that wouktbe-alegislative act.. on the percentage of nine
The Supreme Court bad spent on county business.'
written that a fiscal court is The state must pal; a share
nate legblattvtbodi'---- • • -Of --the-=--rerit-, • binted-,-ow- -the-
. However, last Juonth the percentage ,Fietime spent by
legislative independence
during the 50-minute speech,
although it was his main
theme at the prelegislative
conference last month.
However, McCuiston said
Carroll told leadership leaders
that they should feel free to
make changes in adminis-
tration-backed bills.
Senate President Pro Tern
Joe Prather-D-Vine Grove,
and House Spaier William
Kenton, D-Leatington; egreed
with the _ governor's
•---assessinent of his ad-
s- rnirristration's progress on
maily fronts.
think there's little doubt
that thei governor's adminis-.
------7̀--tratimr-Alas made- great
' strides," Prather said, par-
\- ticularly in the area of
edutation.
Makes Post-Speech Comment
the county atfortitrY on
prosecutorual business, under
The judicial-amendment, and
the county attorney himself
must pay the remaining share
out of his private funds, based
p pa 'office is beginning an in- equipment controls; min'
vestigation of some 'fundamentals, mine dra
allegations at the ad- and mine v -
ministration's request.
The rest of Carroll's speech 
was a rosy review of what he-----
called achievements along eal.._,
wide spectrum-from
revisions in the a d-
-on _time- ipent - in Lor_ivate -ministration -of -Justice-right
"Our berme in expen-
ditures for the 1977-78 period
ranks fourth in this nation, a
31 percent increase over the
previous two-year period," he
said. .
Aatd„.bot_tidded, his ad-
ministration "-Will not step
there"- as he said he intends
to make clear in his budget
message.
"Education is the cor-
nerstone and lifeblood Of our
future and in this ad-
ministration it will take a back
seat- to no .other needs,"
Ctrrell said.
lidvocatea„of elementary
and seondrdy education have
not criticised the ad-
miniStrittion. They expect
major new funding for the
next 149finium- _ _ _
The goverepr_ indicated he
will:strike a babuice between
encourgement of strip mining
FRANKF014, Ky. (API -
An administration proposal
(or a state Department of
-Energy is in the offing, Gov.
- Julian Carroll has revealed.
He said at. an impromptu
_news conference after. his
State of the Commonwealth
addresp to the legislaure
continuing sore point '" ...enn....waiter -Dee. Hod-
Kentucky. • 77a: dieston- and Wendell Ford
He said that` since the both DKy., said Tuesday that
„beginning _ of his ad- the grant from MESA, part of
ministration, more than II the US. Interior Department,
million has been collected -will be matched on an "80-20
strip mining .• basis by a Kentucky con-
.
no particular Aribution of $352413, providieg-
Pride in (this), but they do a total of more thin ;1.7
serve notice to the coal in- million for the programs.
dustry, the public and the --:, The state grant program
Media that I view reclamation waiiithorized by the Federal
very seriously," Carroll said. Dag mine Health and safety
• 'kik also said the state's Act-of 196t:' Under -the-
' d has been li hterred_ - program, grants IST.e.
in conforming with the laws authorized to assist states in!
and regulations. . several aspects of coal mine
There.was a. brief reference - health and safety. -"- " '
to recent charges of Ouse anii_ The state Departateitt .11t
tiettilLIINJI/atem °r MinesAmd-ftlinerals will '-sc.corrup
issuing strip mine permits. range emergencyor   medical
The governor said he has toiining in four, Kentucky col-,
referred any indication of leges or universities under the
illegal activity to appropriate program. _
, .._-authorities. He added:
laiesday'nightthatthe agetcy
ciple will operate on
- Carroll also gald-the- prin.
would comprise various state
energy groups along with a
segment of the Public Servkee
Commission.
. The governor also disclosed
he will offer a legislative
-A&litioiiiifniegrams will be
"And I appeal to every
citizen of this Commonwealth: '"' • "'"`"`'College, Morehead State
If you have, any evidence of University, Madisonville
illegal or questionable activity community College and the
taking place regard to vocational technical section-of
mining and we reclamation- the state -Edlication Depart-
  program, theo_take_ it_ tff.the. _
equalization -- tWaf -Ts; -the
poorer districts wauld obtain_
more state Money for their
proposed buildings.
"The preliminary evidence
districts could-choose from a
number of already designed
_edifices by arcNtects.
The new budget will contain
an outlay for financing such
building - which _means.
districts would get less money.
for this purpose-. than
previously. - - -
school buildings. -
As an illustratipd, he said, a
proposed.. structure would be
coordinated by the state for
polsible use both for
voriational end elementary
and seconda_a_education,
allowing it to be used -
 throughoutthn year instead At=
vrif meek of the time--
es is the case with many
school buildings. •
- The preakeed authority is in
- line with Carroll's announced
intention Ur-funnel- More stipti
proposal within two weeks to - Indicates the state agency money into, elementary, and
create a state School Building wofila- be-:abii- to bond 58-: -secondary education rather -
Authority which would help ..peceeet otore than at the lona than relying so much on the
local property tax. Proposedsome '180 loeal districts level," he said.
construct new facilities in a. Carroll also 
pointed out s new.schootteildings often are
centralized manner. ause vaters reject
Carroll already plane-J.-3a 
efficiency not btan:Irene:411d beurintheoremmffi_ocfi new. the
• a -
legislative stamp on his • • •
exeeetive order which
recently created a "Depart-
ment of Housing,
and Qunstruction that includes_
-the'atutv firemarshars- ce.
The governor told reprters
- he does not want to be specific
at the moment about .
Energy' Department.
---Bat--he indicated that-the
new agency would assume"
only ,the aspects of the -
such as electricity andnatural
gas - that relataio energy
rather than fi,llifties weh
telephones, water lines and
sewers„
The governor said The
budding authority would
provide a major ovings in
.. designing and 0140111g Khoo'
'structures totally. He said








described a half-circle around
tikeettyv authorities said. •
The 13‘year-old driver was
treated at General Hospital
for minor cuts and abranions
and a minor gunshot wound to
the back of the head Tuesday
and was lodged at the juvenile
,cletea4pn. center., police encl.
He faces 25 charges, in-
cluding reckless driving,
speeding, attempting to elude
first-degree..Winton
__endangier .driving
practice. --77----110wn to a cdfriparativeiv--
_ Aistan_: minor outlay for theRentu
__Gengral Naar ReramanAn  Conunission to
an- opinion.- reqtiested- by -_ _
Jessamine- County Judge- "'estate,-
-Milton Wilsoikesid a fiscal
court has- no .authority to
remove -a - zoning change
request from the _ planning
commission before tbe 
conlinissioliTuir a child& td
makes recommendation.
Herdrnan said the
exception -is that tire com-




regardtess of who originates
oposal for an amend-
ent to the zoning
re onsTlt nibs first be
referred tu the - planning
commission and a hearing
held, before adoption by a
Pat McC ton Says Carroll
Has owers OfFimuasion'
F KFORT, Ky. (AP) - ward "to buikling en the ac-
senator who listened-to eomplishments and ; the
. Julian Carrell's glowing milestones of ...the - 1976
report co the first three years session."
of his administration said the Republican legislators were
governor's success is due to considerably more skeptical.
his powers of persuasion. Sen. Walter Baker, R-Glas-
"Some people sarhe twists _ gow disputed some of
arms, but I don't think so," Carroll's statements about
said Assistant Senate what • has been accomplished.
President Pro Tem. Pat For examine, Baker said,
McCuiston, DPembroke. Carroll's contention that Ken-
"fie's persuasive. He's ner- hiekes---edlinationk- Osten
hops the most persuasive per. has been broUght "within
son to hold that office." inches of parity" of.
Carroll did not mentian-lurroimding states in terms of
teacher's salaries and benefits
is not true.
Data received by.the Appro-
priations and Revenue com-
mittee indicates Kentucky
would have to. add about $2,800
over the two.year period to
teachers' salirier-to attain
-barity, Baker said.
He also was &Aka' of Car-
roll's touting of his adminis-
tration's programs to abolish
instructional fats and to pro-
vide free textbooks. Baker
said he has been told that
several' high schools in his
district have insufficient
funding to abolish 'fees.
Baker was critical of Carroll
for taking credit for many
programs which are federally
mandated and hmded in large
.easure with fedefal dollars.
"We've made a lot of ac-
"I don't think we caplet too in the last
comfortable yet, blit he's cor- three years," Baker said, "but
rect that we've made great with a $6 billion budget we
stridts," heecided. should IhisTejliide _a lot_ of
Kenton said the governor td."
appeared to be looking for- House Minority. Leader Har-
old DeMarcus, R-Stanford,
expressed annoyance with the
way the governor took credit
for a host of accomplishments.
"Everything he's braggir4
about is a result of the
Republican administration of
1968 to 1972," DeMarcus said.
Improvements cited by Car-
rolLstemn2ed_from the 1981 
crease in the sales fix, which
he said Republicans fought for
lindrarrolf, as house speaker,
voted against.
However, Sen. Larry Hop-
kins, of Lexington‘a Republi-
can who served three' terms in
the House Wore his election
to the Senate in November,
said he "applauded many
things' in Carrolrs speech."
Hopkins said he was
eSpeeielly pleased with the
governor's strong support of
education, in particular his
support of a statewide kin-
dergarten program.
Hopidrii also-said ihegover--:-
por painted a picture of a fi-
nancial crisis in the state
budget. "I hope when his
budgelleemes out-there is 'no'
.spending crisis indicated," he
said.




Committee said it was an
more
than anything else.
"I think the governor hit the
hie points of whet feels
has been hit athninitiorir
innior lintiSti", he ee-.1f,k•






- OR NEW DRIP-MAT1C- 4 - •
For years,-millions'Of caffein:Cs:in-
cerned Americans have been enjoy-
ing the delicious, fresh-tasting flavor
of SANKAA Brand Instant, Freeze-
.Dried Ground Decaffeinated -j
Coffee. No there's SANKAr Brartfl
DRIP-MATIC!* It's especially grou
---404-mantectfor-periectre
.#1' automatic dro coffee makers




to yourself how delicious
decaffeinated coffee can be.






lAp} wjtheut an (inator's license
juvenile and possessioff-of alcohol. •
when police Police said the chase began
following a 10- when a station wagon was ob-
served traveling- about 70
miles per hour in-a 50-mph
zone the - -iVatterson
Expreseway near the Ken-
tucky State Fair and
Exposition Center.
The driver swerved around
three roadblOCks set up in his
path, attempted to run pur-
suing police cars off the read
brstWOhiglhlront ditheA,
- and stopped only after officers
fired several shots and the
_Melton wagon overheated,









At Iasi, a perfect decaffeinated coffee
for your automatic drip coffee maker.
1..11111.111.01.111111411.1111...11.=.1...11.11.111.1.0111.111 1 MO' IMO 11.1.111.•=1111
•-• 'STORE COUPON 
To the retailer: Lorre Foods Corporation
--wet reimburse #ou for the face value of Mrs .
plus 5C for handling tt oil receive rt on
the le of the specdred product and upon re- III
gue 'you subrhtt evidence tnereol sati•staclOry
to al toodsCorouration CouPor may not
be assigned or transferred Customer must boy-
any sates tax Void where prohibited taxecicp„,.
va iew-44,01)4 Coupon will not be honored -If pre-
Senteattlrough outside awctes. brokers or
itWerl•Ao ate hist retaTI-Nstretutori of our
merchandise of specesceey authoviwse wv us to ip
n•teeenl coupons to'r redernpuor reeemp
lion ot propedy ,fterfor) enrt tandeeg coupon
Corporation toupee
hotempro'n-thfice PO Pox 103 Kankakee •
.ktinots 60901
'Sayer Expires March 31, 1978
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Right: to -Reid ,sponsors
three „reading programs
designed to help them meet
their goal:Tney are the state
leadership and training workshops for °Vier Flistricts.
program, local reading tm- An , advisory council for
provement projects and Right' to Read has been sp-
reading academies. pointed and met for the first
Johnson works closely with time in October. They will Trigg County, Breckinridge
the Kentucky leadership and oversee the pilot projectand County .and Owensboro. T
he
in program], which has are currently developing local districts are able to
,---grautt---stsfrdards-- of -esesitasse4so-,-Asttheir_ projects toipeç
 $36,090 of that amoüif ràdiñg in Kentueky.--------- the---n@eds of 
the Iwo} corn-
sent to the local Thestandards of excellency, -inanity. _
districts participating in the according to Johnson, will be Reading academies'
 in
state's pilot project. . "basically a checklist for the Jefferson County and Newport
_The pflotPtejetiV/Minvolve school sYsteins and individual work with those 46 and ol
der
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. TRArme —*Re Ve yciu
ever felt frustrated when you
couldn't understand the
lechnical language in a legal
?....docoient of repliir manual
well enough to Aid what- you
need to know' - Thousands of
Americans face the same
frustrations every day, but for
many of, them the problem
znay_ste.Litl....r.eaditw -the ilk 
struetions on a-taka-rnix.box
or figuring out what in-
formation is needed on a Job-
application.
Reading problems are found
in every age group and every"
segment of society, according
to Debra Johnson, atai'it's net
just the young or, the poor who
have trouble functioning with
their limited reading skills.
Johnson is the 4Right to




to Read effort, Johnson ex-
plains, endeavors to help each
American .a r _
fectively. The program's goal
41- to enaide that in the next
decade no American will be
denied a full and productive






























will provide intensive training
for, key people in the districts.










3 oz. NASAL SPRAY
28 .5 oz.
$2.09













own reading program.: -Wading skills or, in _aeon
"E•opies of the standardk'esses, learn 'to read.
when they are complete, will " An additional aspect of the
be disseminated to all local Right to Read is the RIF
school districts "to help them --(Reading is Fundamental)
with their reading problems." program. _RIF provides
- Kentucky Jnis local reacting matching,. fonds IrOm $100 to
improveinent projects, in $150,000 so- that. communities
I!can distribute inexpensive
books to any child that wants
them.
_Schools, school districts or
' non-profit oririllettri
apply for the matching federal
funds. '..Often civic
organizations stith as the local
Jaycees, women's clubs, PTA
















dinate the FUF program on the
local level. Books distributed
by RIF are given, not loaned,
La the children.
Johnson called the program
"unique" in that "funds are
easy to get and the books dre
given as possessions to the
youngsters." More than 120
publishers and book suppliers
sell books at discounted prices
tothé Vail- *millers -or. -far
programs.
- 'All 50 states are involved in
the Right to Read program, in
addition to Puerto Rico,










Islands and the Trusl
Territories.
ORGANIZATION GETS . =-
UNUSUAL ITEMS
NEW YORK ( AP) — Three
used coffins, minus their lids
and once used to raise min-
nows, one rhinestone-studded -
suit stolen from an entertainer,
an abandoned puppy and dia-
mond rings worth 65,000 tucked::
away in a_ pair of womaa's
shoes are agiortg the items that -
111raCttniw■Wisp
dustries of America collecttor
boxes.
The organization recycles
such donated items and trains
handicapped people to restore
















Let's Stay Well By F.J L Bissuigaine,
Detection And Treatment
is, genithl ThiOid
Q: Mrs. F. R. writes that
. her daughter and son-in-
ailment; especially
goes undetected. Without
-55.4•• 554•-•••`-t-- ^ • -
.•
Ashland .- -.-.--r-:••-..-'. INK-0s6 213 fkloreheed--. -.-::•-•f.1-:-., ..--. NIKMR as
Bovvling Green  WKGB 53 Murray -Mayfield . .• . . WKMU 21
covington . '. . . VICVN 54 Diventoo_ ..2 . . . . - . -. WKON 52
Elizabethtown„., . , . . 11/K2T 23 Pikeville" • ' rig.P1ZZHazard  TAMA 35 Somerset . ' WKSO 29
lestingten4RichnsendIK LE 413
Louisville  VIKAIJ 68 TRANSLATORS _
MadoimmiO,  • v-ANKMAIII. Barbounsitak.,- - . . ..... 12 _
-r
Beeton-Butler  gp - -
cowen Creek Eolia 9 .olmouth
10Pineville • 0•Whitrsburg . 66
•
not in excess of $1.00. The THURSDAY, JAN. 5
cost is far less than taking Eastern/Central Time* 
law had a newborn child early correction (by the care of retarded persons 13:30/1:30 &mt' W 3:30/2:30who was diagnosed as hay- giving of -needed thyroid), who have not been ctiag; ' P•et. 'KET IN-SCHOOL- 919..!0' '
GT:14 A trA2 P, :•I 110 _ • . . * _ .AGAIN• "Sugar tiowt, - 1951" 7:30/6:30 KENTUCKY GEN- their extensive repertoire. the..ing low thyroid disease. At .- • develoInnedt hi impairef4 haled and treated, not to-- 900/8:00 SOCCER MADE IN • ERAL ASSEMBLY - 1978 American Ballet Theatre per-IETAS_ . . TOGA ANO•-• _____ • GERMANY _ - _N____.._ 8.00/7:00 NATIONAL GEO- forms "Billy the Kid," choreo-10:00/9:00
ifiritt;:they feared -that the-:' including bah physical mention the stress and suf- you--infant was severly retard- and' mental retardation fering of the Victims and. 400/3:00 SESAME STREET AUSTIN CITY LI-. GRAPHIC SPECIAL "The Leg- 
--ed. Now that he is taking - known-aszretinisrn. • 4-• their families. ..•- 5:00/4:00 MISTER ROGERS MITS acy of L.S.B Leakey'' Because-
' 1100/1000. - 'gamy py. of one miter scientist Louis S.B.- -Id, however, he is blos- ' NEIGHBORHOOD ..• The incidence of eongen- •. The physician who made, . .._ 530/4:30 ELECTRIC COM- TI7ION'S FiyiNasamus . Leakey, mankind now hes someing out and appears t_t),.__ ital hyPothyroidisin Is.. . an early diagnosis is to be. PAN'S' SUNDAY, .- - JAN. 8 
startling knowledge about Itt- 
origins This speciai tells Lee-tie altogether normal. about on CaSe. ' everL_ con&rat,olateci. The outlof ...4.321/Alit, zoom loc if boned)- . "-...--..., •••610410e1/CfreftelailiMeraweremeweareverreevr-eereie. 40.-istte-wee•_.• : • &Tort --/-.00/E;m0- -rAE -MAC NEIL r---84"74*-"n:--̀ `Ige"491.-- '4"9#6414:4 see 1)4"464°T-40.--t 10 h COMMOrl? Is - it The main,. sigus _arid_ . excellent. He wilt requistie:=--taigianioaRg- . - -_._ttlfet-7-- --7*-..,..-%.111F.EaY- -'-'1.1w--ititeats- Lae.' - .--7,----:leittatif-41/111 the childinW.-- sYrriptoriii include- de -ttiy-iiiiifttuTThe *Feinaintter
grow the trouble or will be creased general activity of his life. Fortunately, this 
rErtiu__:3016:311ssrmaryKENTut K_LY Tirnr_8KN- _ 9914:1370 40 -1-litZODIP-Grilli first in a four-part tenet thatexamined some of air Most
important personal' and civil' haie it. :continue taking and crying, enlargement of medicine is cheap and can 8:00/7:00 ONCE UPON A 10i00/9:00 SESAME STREET libertiesthyroidrf the tongue, constipation, be taken by mouth. The CLASSIC -What Katy Dicl"•Inthis premiere episode Katy Carr...„..4.,_ _11d:40N/10:00 INFINITY FAC 10:00/9:00 SCENES FROM A fr.. ... ., MARRIAGE Liv Ullmann and- A: Congenital ,Wpot.tiy7 difficulty lit fgeding. slow 'proper dosage can be ad- a mischievous 15-1fOor-03- 
d,.."v„
--11-1-13317- Ulf, .4 is a seridas tics of the disease may be
roklism ji nal' -very corn- growth-7Thw-ittaractelia-i - lusted-- -depending- on the
results of periodic blood 
with her father,.
sisters and brother in a small 12:00/11:00 REBOP EnZadBei ;;:ea:rnacCIt:irm iend bs1i?:
-.-- - *D. vounor---"-1-1 :30/10:30 STUDIO SEE
mild and mixed, making _ testa, He shokdd be able to Connecticut town. 
1w12: 3E0x1/21t1N: :3R0,aui WE P. ASItGUTSOAN7 part series follovving a marriage
. 11 :00/10:041- - Ti4F _ DICK"ommillimmollikuolommlio therm -difficiet---ttr7detect. .41re a normal life so fir-as-- - 
RED ROCERS•
4INI)h1.7 YOS BE MY-. IsiElO .14 --i- f-
CHRONICLE'S "John Adams 6:00/T00 ZOOM
Lawyer"' 6:30/5:30 OVER EASY
8 00/7:00 BOOKIKAT . 700/6:00 THE MACNEIL /
8:30/7:30 RUN ittar-tre ME LEHRER REPORT
9:00/:00 GREAT PERFOR
MANCES. DANCE IN AMERI
CA "American Ballet Theatre"
In two complete ballets from
Y-77.
MISS YOUR PAPER?
Sabocribors wee key* we
retched timer halw-d•ilywed
copy of The Murray ledger &
Thaw by 5.30 p.m. tayttioy
Miry at 3:30 p.m. on Sorter-
days ere swami to siM 753-1916 •
between-5:M cat. end 6 pm.,
Iheeese-fritlier, sr WO p•se.
mil 4 p.a. Saturdayo, ti Wow*
doftwory el the newspaper. Calls
west be piecnalty 6 p.a. week.
days at 4 p.a. Saturdays to
pearestee detivsey. •
.30/12:30 WALL STREET
better the outlook. for ..
- 
4 --liTii-air ifdrali's programs on pub-
lic television,-Is the subject of .3TA:00CU/2L,__AR 1976
2:0Q/1:00 A SKATING SPEC 




essrlier-eke-tbyrotif- - htSityliilstliyrOldfasitiS-76071=-. BOB . Fred Rogers, creator and
rly treated--; ' • 
WEEK '-
` ' treatmeid . fit statted;Atke- - •. 
earned, as log, as. it is - hoot 9E.onc0( the most pp 
lif-teneral, - .-- POETRY AWARD this portrait. oil GREAT PERFOR Eastern/Cent I T 
should be begun W YORK (AP) - New 9:00/8:00 MORE MUSIC 
' MANCES Paul Taylor brings fa trnis
• ::' to 3:30/2:30
,.__beforg the end of the third England poet Louis Cole be", 
FROM ASPEN This behind the 
his dance company to perform 8 30" 30 .-"I
two ot his recent compositions p.m. KET IN SCHOOL PRO-
month and confirmed indef. ...leen, named the. winner Ati .0 scenr-_-"i'ak. at 
the 1'975 AMMINQAspen
Fellowship of the Academy of tion %,1 •• M 0 'ITC"' CI" a re P
- In view of danger of
.--aversight of -early diagno-
sis, authorities believe that
- all newborn infants should - owes to be the most unbal tee....the_ imbtitom_ __Ili:10/5:00 200114------------_.• _ be serepued Jur cuageititat
___His„The. rd)..selai Fanngworks includ, e
antr-Cfalltr-73-17-00/11300 THE DICK - 44V--and
__Pra_nced monarch yet.
rivalries of the Noreen 9:30/5:30 OVER EASY;-,. hypothyrbidisit. The test -
h. _can , be done on--a small , , The annual award for "dist,--:13ENERA17 'ASSEMBLY-1975 -
Poems," and "The,Last Hero." . OAVETT SHOW / KENTUCKY , tfharenitgrYowiareng potaborrtratinflaamaicunitcn 7:00/6:00 . THE MACNEIL . /
tEHRER REPORT
JAN..6 Wales. 7t0016:30 KENTUCKY GEN-_ Satilpie - Of DIOOd -by ra- :enemRIDAteentratY,tin uished poetic achievement"g ERAL ASSEMBLY - 1978TIMM- --------- 6:00/5:00 CROCKETT'S vic-11---dioimMunaessaY at a cost carries a $10,000 stipend. 8:00/700 HOLLYWOOD TEL-
. p.m. KET IN-SCHOOL PRO-
8:30/7:30. a.m. to 3:30/2:30 67,x13aRth/sY :IG301:AFRrgac
Egi:Dons, SERIES - Ascent of Mt. Fuji" Joseph
ELVISION THEATRE "The
CRAMMING ,
- ...-•• -__C•Arniavt•lla _Andrea  rt.9 'eel
'zitaag2386-UV011 • kbihf"{"Alliar- l'-j'illIlli"IIIL"Math II: O-aecEimea"ls"14419.--*---
Nolan star in this remarkably
Avery Schreiber and Jeannett;
.. ;4:00/34:00,1yrrstERSESAME_ItoGERsSTR ET . A7:G30A/1:30-u-ftUniveNrsiTtyHtTf KBeYntMutEt.4., bold- drama about dissent and
human rights, written by con-- ky versus Duke - 1966" HarryNEIGHBORHOOD •-• temporary Soviet playwrights5:30/4:30 ELECTRIC COM- Lanillaster, Trim Kron and Larry Chingiz Aitmatov and Kaltai. Conley look at 'the highlights_ ••-- P.AMY . --.. •
of this UK basketball gems Mukhamedzhanov. (2 hours)6:00/5:06200M
10:00/9:00 SCENES FROM A8:00/7:00 EVENINf3AIT SYM-6:30/5:3Q OVER EASY
MARRIAGE. •
• formatter' from its third season 11:00/10:00 THE DICK
_. -
700/6:00 THE MACNEIL - 1- - -c:-944019Y• 'lir -thtlt,=401e0re per-
, LEHRER REPORT
r, ' CAVETT SHOW / KENTUC-KV-•.•
7 1:11-feelpf Seril "'Lay" GENERAL ASSEMBLY - 1978
4_ --Y. =I : 7:3/3/S: 30 KENTUCKY__d3EN, -Music
at the recent activities_ in the
KY NOW Host Al 5mith _looks Orchestra In si erriothei ditaza"84/4°C1,..i.i WEDNESDAY, JAN. 11
'Eastern/Central Times 
77.. - ...
Kentucky General Assembly. "Daphnis Et Chloe." '
8:30/7:30 ajn. to 3:30/2:308.00/7:00 WASHINGTON • 9:00/8:00 MASTERPIECE
THEATRE: I CLAUDIUS Cali,. p.m, KET.IN-SCHOOL PRO-
8:30/7:30 WALL STREET rla slips deeper into madness. CRAMMING '
3:30/2:.30 LILIA,St-YOGA ANDWEEK - is -Malevizlent athentricities ..HOLLYWOOD and ludicrous military maneu- YOU9:00/8.00
TELEVLStON THEAlitE „Phi._ _..yemmir._assangio,_w_dto_e,„,„_____D__4g_ir4:00 : SAMTHEET




graphed by Eugene Loring and
Lest Pattneurs':
10.00/9.00 SCENES FROM A
MARRIAGE . • 
11 00110-00 THE- -DICK
CAVETT SHOW /_KINTLICKY  













Wt. w -•"•' tri I 'AO *le trs, ,,a-
50c OFF 'se'
zarer 1.11art In wlEersIStse__Law- CwrnPmegis,
AYS TRIBUTE TO WEBSTER 3:30/2:30 LILIAS, YOGA AND
American Poets for 1977. motor.- 4,e-'nt"setorfr,.., 4:1)0/3:00 STREET....
5:00/800 mistER ROGERS'COW., who now resides in_ _1000/9:00 MASTERPIECEught -THEATRE: I CLAUDIUS Cali- /web? tottairt of *Oaring spiri-BrUnsWick, Maine, has ,ta guli, Rome's third emperor, tuals. jazz arid rock. IR/ 
NEIGHBORHOOD -
5:30/4 :30 ELECTRIC COM-at Bowdoin College since 1955.













Wiiat's the difference between a bust- '
nossitarativertises the-newspapart.7_
and one that doesn't? The answer's
easy. .. SALES! You can expect to get
more of them, beciuse when you place
an ad with us (at a lower cost than any
other ad medium) yOtat get to shout-
your message to our entire circulation!
Make your move to Newspapers pow!
Wray Ledger &limes
404bl 4th SI tal‘ Phone 753-1112_,
  atrOPor•..1 . •
•
• ERAL ASSEMBLY: KENTUC- conducts the Boston Symphony
WEEK IN REVIEW
Pel.5tial;h2L-12V-411e Raman WM.-. rnt:Thall -thill--1-°*41V" A-4".1116-1::E3r8WWW/4:312 ELECTRIC COM-fTletntiet- -of-Antioch to. iniper--7--$4ma--igadai.-itai+atad-by--Rie-=----r-AFiy--- -
sonate a great Christian leader-, --, -Pau. Ands 1111, liN a PakiPar- and 6:00/5130 ZOOM .. gradually finds hirnself turnitia .- a  madman:. e- - - - -- -- 630/5:30 OVER EASYinto the maw-he-to portraying.- -.hgoND Ay, _ 4 
REAR
A94. 9 7:9W5:00 TNEt-1904114EIL /
EPORT-::.4VOIVIOICKs. _____.,;144_-_060C___.  Eastern/Central Times . _ , 
-7:3i 0/6:30 KENT;UfK19Y;8GEN-X-AVETIE.OHOW I giratTuexv- .- -1P30/7:30 a.m. - to 3:3012:30 -
-atomplAt. -:•ssk-Amt:r-,Trys.- --pin._ KET_ IN-SCHOOL 11:00/200 NOMA _Watch whist•• 3:30/2:30 VILLA ALEGREEasterti/Centrel Times 




_ ...Usage P-robleme-- - -
"Math I: Fractions"
2:00/1:00 BUGS First in a se-







- 4:00/3:00 THE FRENCH
CHEF
4:30/3:30. ONCE UPON A
CLASSIC "What Katy Did"
(R ?rem-TO) ' - 








your. Miniong when in the
presence of plants, they ..rney be
reading your mind. Nova ex-












Cir IFARt/LetAK M.' V.: KR 110
COLOR tvit
crncnt 89••
I ENLARCAIENTV PER COI'PO.NI
iV410111E ' .••• • a '-vi BIG_
>IA Q;. .1..• *Pow
Slidc &Movic
Processing












- Following a basic training
course at Great Lakes,
Michigan, Robert L.
Underwood, ETR3, U.S. Navy,
was assigned to the Great
Lakes Training Command for
.a comprehensive 29 week
electronics course. Training
included advanced electronics
and radar familiarization and
operation. Upon successful
completion on October 17, 1977
Underwood continued his
electronics training at-Lowry
  Aro -rarer- 'Rase to Detroit;
Colorado. Successful com-
pletion of a 10 week course in
•calibration of test equipment
and microwave equipment
earned him li)s speclialty
rating as a calibra'tion
technician. Underwood II $
4976 graduate of Murray Hlgh
Schoel and is the son of Lyle
and Jackie Underwood, 1503
Dudley -Drive,. Miura).
Following an extended ten“
period, Underwood reported
to the U.S. Naval 'Rase "
Norfolk, Virginia on Januars
1, 1978 for two weeks of fleet
• .4:alga& prior to a 19 =Ohs:
tarsrsitrq-BIT inairrout









Sofas, Loveseats and Chairs
25Jo 50% OFF
25 To 50%






Sofa Beds and Recliners 25 To 50% on
Light Fixturet-50% an Sectional Pits 30% Off








SOLD IN 515111 DWI •
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10 LB. BAG
VAN CAMP CHILI OR

























ers 13 OZ. CAC•
$ 69
a •




KELETS 24 OZ. CAW'
BEEF
2 111_-DUNCAN NINES 230Z. BOX--BROWNIE MIX
 ealigiSTRAINED
IGA - BABY FOOD
NOW HAS
FILM 'in=7- ! ̀cr-Eca






8 OZ. PKG. 
81 c
*HEALTH & BEAUTY AIDS*























































ARMOUR 5 OZ. CAN
VIENNA SAUSAGE
IGA 15 OZ. CAN
PINTO BEANS



















































WITH S10.00 OR MORE PURCHASE EXCLUDING DAIRY AND TOBACCO PRODUCTS
TOTINO ALL FLAVORS
PIZZAS













DIG CHIEF 18 OZ. JAR
13 OZ. 78c
39c









LIPTON 48 OZ. SIZE
TEA BAGS




















5 th. SELF RISING 67c
13 OZ. CAN 45c
lac
PRIDE OF ILLINOIS.












. . . , Poison f ontrOl . 153-7SW
1111.11111M --- - ' Senior Cilliens . 753-0919
COLOR- PORTRAITS, ' Needliim . . . . . /53419-__
_ _.__ liringuil_yours-for•extra---.0.--leant To Read .. • 15121111
copies. Made from any 
size into any size. Social Concerns
. Wallets low as 24 cents, 8















 _ _28_,01111'0_ 4_
nicIntime
Srced_,Ium° • 28-Restricted 35Courtecast 4S-An910- •
31 Ctandard - -
30 Deep *AM 27 initigls of 37 Hebrew
. 28th fetter - money
' Saxon
Eertect"'n PIesidenr- 39 Mollie- ----471vtan's-33 ubfect Of -29 Pale • 40 Parent nickname
discourse 30J f 49 Owing






- ?-7-39 Farm aiurna6--











" 54 Equality '
• 55 Rundown
Crossword Puziter
ACROSS 7 , illtdittlkwfs
4 Cook slowly-
1 Tear 5 Conducted
_ -4.Cistuonnatais--
s''al's 






















































WILL BE BUYING fur
Monday through
Saturday anytime after
12 noon for 2 months. 641
• kiuth on Zona Taylor
Road. Watch for sign,
M. W. Henry 733-5670.
COMPARE Jeremiah 23
to ,whiit hi -Up-iiening
today. Just how far
-..-_*ffer=mauffeW iii:evikut •
--yam
alldved iiurselves to be
'led? Read what Jesus
says in Matthew 6:24.
Who-are you serving?_
For assistance call 753-
Advertisers are
requested .to check Owl
In-sirtion of ads for
corfiOis -111-1
newspaper will • be
responsible for only
.- an* erveorrect-insof hoe-
., ANY ERROR SHDUL.D RE
REPORTED IMMEDIATE-
/ r_-so. ctf.A.S.E_ _Odra
YOUR AD CAREFULLY
AND NOTIFY US PROM-





and - Tax Service,
Railroad Ave. Murray,
Cali 753-4636 or 753-3096
after 5 p.m. ,
- 
W- -(OU DEPOSIT ̀ OUR MONEY
ON FRIDAY AND SPEND IT ON MON-,
TAY, TfieRe is NG INTEREST:1r-
FOR WATKINS
Products. Contatt
Holman Jones, 217 South
13th., phone 753-3128.
FOUR -YEAR
female Blue !rick coon
hound.-Lost-Jaec• I in
Turkey Bar area of
Land Retween_. Ake .
Lakes. Reward offered.
Call 437-4462 or 437-4850.
STRAYED FROM South
9th, Street, white and
liver-Pointer bird dog. .
name plate.
Cali-  Hayden Jackson
tind
Un Ren-leninritrvite4'  N 
NAL' -
his friends and _ -
customers to call hjrn. Full time dinner cook.
r-Cali




EIGHT MAkciE,AND SOMETIMES I THINK 6ROWL, 5N4C,-.5NAP
GET HARDER 6_, THE-ONLY THING THAT Ge06.F, BARK 4100F !
R *-• KEEPS ME GOING IS
_







WORDS OF MY COACH
wHEN I TELLNOu,YOu'RE










Will sell inventory at
cost andwlease building.




Geoil Condition. Call 753-
32l before 5, 436-5524
- Aar 6.
GIFT SHOP, 10 years.
same location, Main









up to $25,000, farm loans
- some 61/2 per cent loans.
Allfprojects considered.
Call 17502-885-1795
between 3 and 11 p.m., 7
days a week.
ATTENTION FARMERS
-  All  eligible lan-
dotinersand„farmers_
can now get _group in-
surance - (Excess
Major at
low group rates. For a
free brochure call
Bennett and Associates,








-- $15.00 rid, delivered,
• $11.00 you pickup. Call
_ 767-4785.
HI NEIGI1110111 Tried
Blue Lustre for cleaning
carpets.? jt's super! _
Rent- electric slam-
:10_44114104 , -
home Of "Willing Well
Gift4hoi." 
UNIVOX PA -equIpmerit;
girls .bicycle, infant car
seat, infant car bed,
- braided rugamall-dreP--
leaf table, lamps, Pace
CB radio, 2_2 Channel
V.W.-Irailer hack-lawn--




Both in almost perfect
condition. Call Sandra





  _beam. call 3,..524•4322 ning gas heater; model
50-MAR; 50,00O -
__ WANTED: Good..Scluirrel: hourly biPsi rating. P5-















college and moderate to
excellent typing skilla.
Ideal for lady whose














15 Articles For Sale
FIREWOOD for sale. Will
deliver for 615 and up. -
Call 759-1701.
- -"dger 81 1711neS. -------- --EARLY NEW love seat
WANTED EX -
3 hide-a-bed. Brown plabl.
'
PERIENCED body  Call 
753-8224 after 5 p.m.
man. Call 753,7357 or
AN OHIO OIL CO. offers
PLENTY OF MONEY





write M. Q. Read, Pres.,
American ; Lubricants
Co., Box 696, Dayto
Ohio 45401.
Patty
tust, expan g into
Western /Ky. -Very
generoi4,rofit sharing.























smarm /O. VIOPIC ie store°
and  d shop som.
booleli•eping. SVZIi moire to




RUIar _$$6-.96- for " •
$24.95. Battery included.
Refrigeration,




piano. Call 435-4428 or
435-4592.
GAS RANGE and 4 gas






-- guaranteed. Full cash
price, $39.50. Payments
-may be arranged, -Call
-Martha- Hopper, 354-
14' WIZZARD ft.- glass
ski boat. Carpeted with
astroturf. Equipped
with trailer and a 1973 25
h. p. Evinrude motor.
$450. Call 753-61911,_ _
SAILBOATS 20 pënt
off AMF Stmfisit and
Force 5. Free, delivery
within 50 miles. Great
Christmas gift for whole
family. Ky. Lake Sails,
Highway._ 62, Calvert
City, Ky. Wednesday-
Saturday call 395-7844 or
362-8585 nights.-














350 WOODEN DOORS for :
Sised-I'll" and :iiFxAlso brass
door hardware. Call 753-
6374 ve-wisit--at-.601 -N.
Street P0ie,0, th.and Main. Equipped with
equipment and parts for all minor auto repair. .




for family: and friends. let your kitchen refleityout
personal ideas of 1,1"(Ispitality and imagn-Tiative 4tyle.
Q,nality laminated *faces provide not only beauty
ttgenutse ease of care._____ . •






41i E. Main • Roirtstrlie.ifr 242-1521;
Hours ft A.M.-Noon. 1 P.M.-5 P.M."
Saturday. • A.M.-1 P.M.
. 7`. ---'" •40 ___
. •
.......---r
--"Or  11,a 1 
-an- 
- 4-  
- • - , - -a' - .i.- 47 '-----'- . --. -1-,-.-- --_-_--,;_:."-.; -
. ...._... -...,---_ r"":"-IFT-":"."•-....,__4-‘-- _
PAGE 7-11-THEIEURRA , Ky., LEDGER- kReeeiley, &Weary 1, trs
CUSTOM MADE mat-
tress for antique beds or
campers. Buy dirket




West Ky. Mattress and
Furniture 1136 South




ever. 25" color console
Irons $579.95. We save
you money. Highway 94,
-19 miles West of





condition. /few tubes put
in Chrialiiiinc. Reason
for selling was given fi
new TN. for Christmas.
$75. Can be seen at 1105
W. Main or call 75569.
x 65 UNFURNISHED 3
bedroom, bath and half,
central gas heat and air,
storm windows.
Hurricane straps, less
than 2 years old. $7,000.
Cali .253-2813.
11.174 i2 x laLLCREST 2
bedineiw- Goa heat and
central air. Like new.
Partly ffrrirsVed.-&e-at
Riviera Courts or call
753-3280 before 5, or 436-
5524 after 6.
FURNISHED THREE
bedroom, 2 bath, central
air and bent. Washer




ment for 3 or 4 college
girls or boys. Phone
753-5865 days; 753-5106











rent, pasture land also
available. Call Mike
Brannack 753-8850










Grain fed freezer beef




- -Dobermans :black and









•HOSPIT4SUIPAJES FOR RENT AND SALE





floored and ready. Up to 12 x 24. Also born style, offices, copyists,
mobile home od ons, and patios, or LI-BUILD, pre-cut completely ready






The property asseisments -
books will be ,open for listing
real estate, tangible, and in- -
tangible personal property,
beginning January 3,-1978, and
will remain open thru March 1,
1978. "-
Homestead exemption -ap-
plications will also be 'taken for
thosel_who have relocated ail
for new applicanti who hay
reacped the.agit dr-65 or whp













L74 acre, Adjoins L&N
Railroad right-of-way on
the East side. Excellent •
location for retail or
service businesses. If
interested, call Stinson




on this duplex - Make 11-
13 per cent on your in-
vestment - also have
income property
available in the form of
14 rental units filled, to





South 12th at Sycamore
TELEPHONE 75?-1051
WALLET WATCHERS
4 bedrooms, Pi story -
located on deep lot near
university - priced in the




spacious 4 bedroom, 2',2
bath- _  borne
Gatesborough 'Sub-
_ division. Almost . 3,000
square feet of com-
fortable, well designed




Located on South 12th
Street. Ideal location for •
restaurant, or an_y_ retail
business. This is a 137' x











private patio with gas
not  
grill and we could go on
-at this -quality
home-it may be just
•at you've, been---
looking for. Phone 753-





901 Sytalmoce Murray, ey.:
wn GRAND TORINO,
**I elitchanically and
mew _ tirpt $700. Call





DO YOU need stumps
removed from your yard
or land cleared of
„.„.aturnps? We can remove
stumps up to 24-
--kossath ground. Leaves
onlY sawdust and chips.
Call for free estimate,
_ Steve Shaw, 753-9490 or
-1-11ob Kemp, 435-4343.
•
ALL TYPES backhoe and
-septic..tault.modLilakt






_ I575 DATSUit- lik690-
HANNA II 0 R SE-- miles. Good condition.
AROUNDi - 8 roam Call 437-4339
--brick, 3 bedrooms with-. -
--large closets, Vi1llt4ii-7111111.LEREVELLE, blue
-- kitchen, huge den with With--white custom
fireplace. 3 acres, horse stiiping. Power steering
barn. 4 mi. south of city
on 121. Call or come by
105 N. 12th Boyd Majors
Real Estate, 753-8080.
25 ACRES Wrl'H several "
beautiful-building sites--
and over 1300 ft. of high-
way fronlitge: Located
  withing minutes of Ky, 




range of Real Estate
Service.
1707 Olive. 3 BR 2 bath
brick home 2 blocks from
campus. Has small upstairs
apartment and detached
apartment. Should rent for
5200 monthly. 549,500.
Building Lot - Excellent op-
portunity to purchase a
choice residential lot in
Richland Subdivision on
Reeneland Dr close to
shopping centers, schools,
churches Only 55500
wheels. G70 x 15 tubeless
deep thread. Like new.
---$76,-Call 753-3890. 
FOUR DA -Y T 0 N
PREMIUM 73 ieries
_tfts. Like new?: pet
Call 759-1718.
1968 CHEVY pick-up, long
wheelbase, V-8 straight
shift. ;550.00. Phone 354-
6217.
1973 EL CAMINO Estate.
Tilted wheel. Air con-
dition. Call 753-3622.










1972 LINCOLN town car,
excelreld. Call 753-5532.












CORNER LOT in Duster. Power brakes,




-1036-HONDA--340, 1100 436-2M5. _
miles, $500. Call 753-
9562. 1974 DODGE VAN. V-8
automatic, customized.
Can be seen Murray
TWO SNOW TIRES and Sand Co., before 5 p.m.




steering, 302 V-8 motor.
Good gas mileage. _
Ashley wood stove
without jacket. Call 436-
2104.
LICENSED ELEC-
1970 CHEVROLET TRICIAN prompt ef-
SUBURBAN. Body-77-fecient service. No job
rough, runs good, .475. too small. Call Ernest
Call 759-1718.  White, 753-0605.
_Every Friday Night, 641 Auction House,
Paris, Tenn,
Bedroom suites, living room suite, trundle
bed, nice dining room set, stereo U.0 Maytag
washer and dryer, good as new, coffee-table and
end tables, also pickup load-from St. Louis. Old
-curved front china cabinet, oak center table, fan-
cy old iron bed, lots of ghiss dishes Odds end en-





Realty, 711 Main. -We
have had many inquiries
regarding all types of
farm land and acreage
tracts. If you have a
farm or acreage tract to
sell, contact us at 753-
1222. Also' if you have
been wanting to pur-
chase acreage, contact
us for an update on
properties listed for sale
in Calloway County. We
at Koppered Realty
provide if ' complete 1
range of Real Estate




17:5 You. P,,rier,v-i4i7th Us
SOS Mil SA 153-0101
FOR YOUR septic tank
and backhoe work
needs. Also septic tank .
cleaning. Call Jelin ,
Lane. Phone 753-8666?er--- 
4364348- •- -a .
FENCE SALES at Sears .
now. Call Doug Taylor




exterior. Also dry wall




Saturday, January 14, 1978
10 a.m.
Go south of Marion, Ky. on U.S. SO to
Highway 297 and go to 135. Turn left And
go 3 miles to the farm. Watch fors*.
FARM MACHINERY
Combines; tractors; Trucks; Dozer; Hahn
HiBoy; Planters; Hay Equipment, Wagons;
Many miscellaneous items.
, Write or call or come by the office for brochure.





ESTATE. Marisa, II worevelry ,14.‘2711'";̀"--
MOOR /11.64 163 7171 •
Aectieumrs: Gomm M. Es-ti, Marthe WIRMAIM-761FEIN-perio.
sea, Rey Mose
-WM*0




L ICE NS g p ilLsc-
rnicsart: end - gat t in-
stallation will 40
plumbing, heating and










a* tint+ work MPS**
guarantee& call or
write Morgan Con-
. struction Co., RMde 2;
Box 409 A. Paduceh, Ky.
4200-17-Phorie -day
night 442-7026.
WILL HAUL ANY type of
white rock, rip rap, and












by Sears save on these
high heat and cooling
bills. Call Nog Taylor































In Atop, Spraying of Vert Twnitwelliellen
Parking Lot Striping
-1164610 Too Large or Too Small
Charming Executive Type Home in Canterbury
Estates. Shady back yard with Cedar fence,
lovely landscaped lot. House has all the desirable_
features. inch, ' It-in range, dish-
washer and co , 2 baths, large
family room with fireplace, 2 car-garage, paved
drive, central heat and air, wall to wall carpet.
Large lot in city school district. Call for ap-
pointment to see.
Cotmtry Club View on Johltny Robertson Road.
Immaculate 3 bedroom brick with 2 baths, all
hulk-ins with allIvresher.'N, water system a
has wall to wall carpet, central heat and air,
.drapes, large lot, 00x 220. This home is in per-
fect conditipn and truly livable-. It will, be a





Man -Bed _ - 
Closed On Thursdays
•Fio r Curs *Shoves- -7 -
209 Walnut Street
Call this number after 500 to assure prompt service seeds,. 153- .
3685










FREE - THREE month
old white kitten. Has had
distemper shot. Very
beautiful and will make
a nice pet. Call 753-8761.
FOUR  old_pure
bred pupe--Free
to good homes. Call 75$-
%74.
_BIG 110ME,BIGUER BUY  
1E9[4 bedroontif battritome;on- private-owe
acre tract, 4-4 miles from Murray. Almotit 3000
areted_onliting area in this home_whieltha 
ARIIra large-roams and large 2 car garage. Built-
in kitchen with all appliances including
refrigerator, range, dishwasher, disposal and
trash compactor staying with sale of home.
Priced well below replacement cost - only 
$45,000. Phone us today for more information. •"-




--Heivylerreesen 492-2302 11111-1t-Wered 753-1222  
Bill Rayburn 753-4474
On a beautiful wooded lot, this nearly new brick
home has 3 bedrooms, 2 baths, game room, they.-
mopane windows, family room with fireplace.
Has economical Heat Pump, lovely kitchen with
all built-ins and a double garage. Located near
Murray High School among other quality homes.
A beautiful interior and exterior. Call us. to-see
this truly Deluxe home.
Country-living-at its best. One mile from city on
. 4641 _So gee 3 bedroom brick
-flonie on rge 
' 
. Has 2 beautiful all
warble' baths and MI hasement whith has a
firts.pthee plus another flieplace 151 the
Also there is a 'formal dining room, central-
Beat and air and double garage. . A finelfamily
home.
#216 VP




























2 AIVITul-  
